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Striving for Excellence at Skeeles Mfg.

T
Fred Skeeles checks out a custom Abstract White granite
island, just installed in a new build for 3 Pillar Homes.

here’s a sign hanging up at
Skeeles Manufacturing in
Columbus, Ohio. It says,
“Good enough is not allowed here.”

Shannon Carey

And that’s the philosophy that the
Skeeles family has brought to their
business. “We always go the extra
step, and we’re known for that,” said
Rebecca Skeeles.
Rebecca’s dad, Fred Skeeles,
founded the business in 1991.
Rebecca worked there throughout college, left for a few years to practice

law, then came back to the family
business in 2013. Brother Jonathan
Skeeles is also part of the business,
managing the shop and installations.
While Skeeles Manufacturing does
stone and solid-surface fabrication
and installation, that is far from their
only product, and it’s their ethic of
excellence and diversification that’s

Tennessee Building Stone,
BMJ Stone Merge

F

or over a century, the
legacy of Crab Orchard
quartzite is chiseled in the
memories of the settlers who first
discovered this stackable stone,
the quarry laborers who mined it,
the craftsmen who cut and placed
it, and the architects who specified it. Tennessee Building Stone
is one of the major players in this
localized Tennessee industry, and
they have been in the forefront of
promoting Crab Orchard stone for
decades.
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kept them going strong all these years.
Fred moved to Columbus in 1970
from eastern Ohio. He worked in
production management at manufacturing plants in the area, including the
Worthington Industries plant where
he was plant manager for 20 years.
As the outlook for manufacturing in
the U.S. changed, Fred started to look
at going into business for himself.
He didn’t have big plans, just
wanted to take a stab at running his
own company.
Please turn to page 8

Petersen Granite and Marble – Four
Generations in a Family Stone Business

Peter J. Marcucci

Shannon Carey
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both located in Crossville,
Tennessee, have partnered in creating a multi-generational leap in
production and distribution of the
Crab Orchard family of colors.
“Tennessee Building Stone was
one of the first operations here on
the plateau in Cumberland County
that actually quarried, fabricated
and installed Tennessee Crab
Orchard quartzites,” explained
As of July 1, 2017, Tennessee Anne Dover.
Building Stone and BMJ Stone,
Please turn to page 11

over the business when Sophus retired. Larry and Henriks’ son Greg
both learned the trade at Pete’s
Tile & Marble, and in 1998 Larry
branched out on his own, opening
Petersen Granite and Marble in
Northwest Arkansas, where Greg
also came to work.

A Growing Location
White Calacatta Borghini
marble kitchen by Melissa
Haynes, MH Design, features
honed countertops, and includes full-height backsplashes,
marble wall cladding, and even
vein-matched accent shelves.

T

he story of Petersen
Granite and Marble is
classic, the immigrant
story we all know and love:
people coming to America and,
through hard work and determination, building solid businesses
and families.

Another chapter in the Tennessee stone industry began this summer
with the announced merger of two of the leading stone companies in
Cumberland County, Tennessee – Tennessee Building Stone Company,
and BMJ Stone.
Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Stone & Tile industry products

Larry Petersen is third-generation in the stone trade, with his
sister Laila, and son Forrest who
is fourth-generation.

Back in 1947, Larry’s grandfather Sophus immigrated to New
York from Denmark, where he
had learned masonry in the oldworld apprenticeship style. He
learned everything, from stone
work and plaster to stucco and tile.
When Sophus and his family
came to America, Sophus started
going by “Pete” and went to work
for Levitt and Sons in New York
and Pennsylvania. In 1956, Sophus
moved the family to Fort Pierce,
Florida, and started his own business: Pete’s Tile and Marble.
Larry’s father Bjarne, who goes
by “John,” worked there, as did
Larry’s uncle Henrik, who took

Larry picked the Northwest
Arkansas area because he saw potential for growth. His hunch bore
fruit, and eventually other family
members followed.
“I moved here and they all followed me,” he said. “I saw that
there was a lot of growth, and there
wasn’t anybody here servicing the
industry at that time. Plus, it’s a really nice place. It’s a good place to
raise your kids.”
Petersen Granite and Marble soon
developed relationships with the
corporations driving that growth,
including Tyson Chicken. They’ve
been working with the Tyson family for a decade now, doing both
residential and commercial work.
Please turn to page 2

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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Petersen Granite and Marble
Continued from page 1

Petersen Marble and Granite
fabricates and installs custom
stone, including wall cladding,
slab showers, steam showers, and
mitered work and waterfall edges.
“We do everything ourselves,”
said Larry. “Nothing’s subbed
out. It’s all done in-house.”
Product
lines
include
Caesarstone, Silestone, Cambria
and Santamargherita.

A Formula for Success
Larry attributes Petersen
Granite and Marble’s success
to several factors. Staying small
with little overhead kept them
alive through the recession. But
the two biggest factors are their
commitment to quality and their
treatment of customers.
“We try to treat everything
like we’re putting it in our own
home,” he said. “It doesn’t matter
whether you are driving a Toyota
or a Ferrari when you pull up
here, we treat you the same way.
We try to do everything the best it

up and make it the best that it can
possibly be.
“I can’t think of any customers
we’ve ever had that would say
they were dissatisfied with what
we did for them.”
Petersen Granite and Marble
has 15 employees including Larry
and his wife, who works part
time handling finances. When
the company first opened, it was
just the two of them. Today, Laila
Petersen, Larry’s sister, handles
sales. Most of the company’s employees are fabricators and installation crew. Equipment includes
Magnum routers for edge profiling, and a Cougar bridge saw
from Park Industries.

Looking to the Future
Larry’s son Forrest is helping
launch the family business into
the digital future. With Forrest
at the head of the effort, Petersen
Marble and Granite has used
digital templating for two years
now, and they’re in the process
of switching to digital CNC and

S lippery R ock G azette
company keep up with demand
and adapt to a changing workforce.
“The way things are now, everybody wants it turned around so
quick,” Larry said. “And finding
people who are skilled who want
to work hard is another thing. In
the next 10 years, skilled people
in this trade are going to be harder
to find because we’re not training
them. If it doesn’t work with some
type of computer, you are kind of
limited as far as skilled craftsmen
are concerned.”

Projects Past,
Present and Future
Petersen Granite and Marble has
some impressive projects under its
belt, and impressive, challenging
projects slated for the future.
Right now, they’re in the middle of a remodel at Tyson headquarters, and Larry predicts that
project will continue for a couple of years. In the past, they did
the Tyson main lobby with black
onyx in the reception area.
A Silver Cream travertine full
wall fireplace surround creates a
beautiful focal point in this comfortable family room.

In this masterful use of Patagonia granite, the large patterns
and veining extend down the wall and across the countertops.

can be done. We educate our customers so they know what they’re
spending their money on. It may
be the look you’re looking for,
but it may not stand up the way
you want it to.
To Larry, working with stone is
an artisan trade, and his company’s work shows that.
“It’s always going to have the
appeal to it because the materials
are ever changing,” he said. “We
try to pay a little more attention to
detail, especially when we make
islands, getting the veins to match

router. Larry said both moves are
going to save the company time
and money.
“We used to make hard templates, but this allows us to do
more,” he said. “It allows us to be
more accurate and do more templates in a day. Once we switch
to the digital equipment we won’t
have as much waste. It’s more
environmentally friendly because
we’re not using wood or plastic
templates. It was a sound business
decision, for sure.”
The change will also help the

Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Stone & Tile industry products

Another project at Hunt Tower
in Rogers, Arkansas, included
wall cladding in the elevator areas,
a focal point outside the building,
and stone in all bathrooms and
water fountain areas.
Petersen spent three years on
a private residence in Rogers,

including columns on the corners of the house in granite from
Coldspring Granite, 7,000 feet
of flatwork on the driveway, and
slabs in the bathrooms.
“We’re working on one now
with slabs on the walls in the
kitchen,” said Larry (see photo,

Diano Reale marble cladding
was used to remodel the lobby
and elevator vestibule at the
Branson, Missouri Hilton hotel.

page 1). “It’s probably got more
different types of stone in it than
any project we’ve worked on.”
Please turn to page 41

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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The Most Advanced Wet Polishing System Since... EVER!
A true, state-of-the-art
engineered and
manufactured laborreducing pad is finally
available for Granite,
Marble and Quartz
Polishing.
Elipse 6-Step Wet Polishing Pads combine
TrifectaMate™ Pad Technology with the genius of one
of the stone industry’s finest minds, Barry Brandt, and
the efficiency of elliptical patterned orbital polishing
backer pad. This really does put a new spin on how
you polish stone.
This breakthrough combination allows you to harness the power of elliptical motion without losing
the center water feed vital for stone polishing. The
result is a nearly perfect polish with less physical
pressure and less manipulation of the hand-held
polisher.
In other words, you get a better polish with less effort
from your polishing craftsman (50-80% less human
energy needed). The combination of cutting edge engineering, manufacturing and labor reduction is the
reason we can confidently say you’ll save up to $2 per
foot on your production costs.

-SEE

MUST

VIDEAXOTON-
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M
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Item # Description

MSRP OUR Price

		
4-1/4˝ Elipse Wet Polishing Pads Hook & Loop-Backed
®

Call Andrew Geronimo
toll free at 800-575-4401
to place your order.

www.braxton-bragg.com

22509

Elipse 6-Step Granite Wet Pad, Step 1, Red

$41.95

$24.95

22510

Elipse 6-Step Granite Wet Pad, Step 2, Yellow

$41.95

$24.95

22511

Elipse 6-Step Granite Wet Pad, Step 3, Blue

$41.95

$24.95

22512

Elipse 6-Step Granite Wet Pad, Step 4, Green

$41.95

$24.95

22513

Elipse 6-Step Granite Wet Pad, Step 5, Orange

$41.95

$24.95

22514

Elipse 6-Step Granite Wet Pad, Step 6, Pink

$41.95

$24.95

22507

Elipse Aluminum Oscillating Back-Up Pad

$49.95

$29.95

®

®

®

®

®

®

®

Fax 800-915-5501

Order online or call 1-800-575-4401 before 5:45 p.m. Eastern for Same Day Shipping.
Shop braxton-bragg.com for the New Elipse 6-step Polishing System

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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You’ve Got To See This Video!
Patent Pending

MIA+BSI Adds
16 Job Hazard
Analysis Templates Online
Your company name

Workplace Safety Assessment

r!
Selle r

Sink Harness the fastest and most economical system
available, it’s also the most versatile.
Be the Go-To Guy to Repair Failed Installs
While the Sink Harness was being developed and
tested, we discovered another notable benefit of
the Sink Harness: it’s a great system to repair failed
undermount installations. Many fabricators are asked
to repair someone else’s poor sink installation job. The
Hercules® Universal Sink Harness will get the job
done quickly. You can become known as the guy who
contractors and home owners in your area call for help.

At Last, a Simple, Fast Alternative
The Hercules® Universal Sink Harness is a simple,
ingenious alternative to expensive brackets that only
work on some installations, and a time-saving, more
professional alternative to building a scrap wood
support system to hold the sink in place while the
caulk or adhesive dries. It installs without drilling into
expensive countertops or cutting notches into your
customer’s cabinets, and without using messy epoxies
or relying on adhesives to secure sinks. One of the most
immediately recognizable benefits is that you won’t
have to make a return trip to remove bracing or juryrigged 2 x 4 supports.

Supports the Heaviest Sink Loads
Some clips and anchor systems rely on the countertop
to support the sink–not so with the Hercules®
Universal Sink Harness. Just like a suspension bridge,
the Hercules® Universal Sink Harness helps to
provide support and over-all strength to a countertop
installation. It actually transfers all weight to the
cabinet and doesn’t add additional stress to the weakest
and most easily damaged part of the countertop: the
sink cut out. It does its primary function admirably
well– support the sink under the heaviest of loads.
Try One and You’ll Believe It!

See the animated video!

http://www.braxton-bragg.
com/HerculesSinkHarness

Braxton-Bragg wants to prove it to everyone
who’s faced sink-installation problem, or
just wants to save money and keep their shop
profitable. Visit www.braxton-bragg.com for
the complete Universal Sink Harness video.

Item # Description

MSRP OUR Price

Hercules® Universal Sink Harness Kit

www.braxton-bragg.com

$9.95

$4.95

Fax 800-915-5501

Order online or call 1-800-575-4401 before 5:45 p.m. Eastern for Same Day Shipping.

P

olice say a bank robbery suspect was arrested after officers
found him hiding inside a couch at
his Southern California home.
Investigators say Francisco
Hernandez was caught on surveillance video June 30 entering
a bank, pulling a semi-automatic
handgun from a large envelope
and demanding money.

The 39-year-old was identified
from the video and a search warrant was served that Wednesday
at his home in Ventura. SWAT officers entered the house and with
the help of a police dog located
Hernandez, who was found inside
a couch that had been modified
with a hiding space.
The Ventura County Star says
Hernandez was arrested on suspicion of armed robbery. It wasn’t
immediately known if he has an
attorney.

Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for the Hercules Sink Harness

Seatbelt, Safety glasses, gloves, safety vest

Parking lift truck

The Hercules® Universal Sink Harness from BraxtonBragg is another great innovation that can save installers
time and money.

Couch Potato

Job Hazard Analysis (JHA)
Warehousing

Operating a Forklift

Hazard

•

Body parts injured in lifting
mechanism

•

Why Pay More to Install a Sink?
Why pay more than $5 for a sink install
kit, when you could use the Hercules ®
Universal Sink Harness and complete your
install project in minutes, with no return
trip needed?

17310

Document Title:
Department:
Personal Protective
Equipment Required:

Task Description

Mo Suppor
Sink

MADE IN THE USA

Stone-JHA-001

Conduct pre-trip inspection.
Adjust fork width, switch
extensions, and complete any
activities that have your hands
near the mast or chain

#1 st Popula t

Fabricator Tested in Thousands of Installs
The Hercules® Universal Sink Harness has been
fabricator- and installation-tested under demanding
conditions, and can be used to install the most popular
types of sinks, including ceramic, stainless steel, and
even cast iron undermount. It is effective on either
double bowl or single bowl steel or ceramic vanity
sinks. Just imagine–one simple, inexpensive kit can do
all of those sinks! Not only is the Hercules® Universal

Job Hazard Analysis (JHA)

Document Control #:

© MARK ANDERSON. www.andertoons.com

Job Hazard Analysis

Injury to pedestrians

Revision
Date:
Issue #:
Frequency:
Completed
by:

Your logo here
mm/dd/yyyy
1.0
Annually
Company Representative Name
Here

Control

Keep all body parts including hands, and arms
out of lift truck uprights and lift mechanisms.
Never lean out, or place foot or hands outside
the lift truck cage. Have keys outside of ignition
while conducting any adjustments to vehicle
involving hands near or on the mast or chains
Lower forks to floor when exiting lift truck. Use
3 points contact when dismounting lift truck.
Controls must be in neutral, power off, (key
turned off) and brakes set. One is considered
away from lift truck if the truck is out of view or
more than 25 feet away from lift. Never park lift
truck on an incline. If lift truck is parked on an
incline then the wheels must be chocked.
Always follow the three foot rule

Stone-JHA-001

Issue 1.0

These templates and other
stone safety resources are
made available free of
charge courtesy of the
MIA+BSI Safety Committee.

M

IA+BSI: The Natural
Stone Institute has
added 16 Job Hazard
Analysis (JHA) templates to its
expanding library of free online
safety resources. Ted Skaff,
Chair of the MIA+BSI Safety
Committee and Vice President
of Marketing for Lackmond
Products, Inc., stated: “These
JHAs are essential tools for stone
companies to help them eliminate and prevent hazards. The
MIA+BSI Safety Committee is
proud of this accomplishment and
will continue to develop safety
resources and best practices for
the natural stone industry.”
A Job Hazard Analysis is a technique that focuses on job tasks as
a way to identify hazards before
they occur. The analyses concentrate on the relationship between
the worker, the task, the tools,
and the work environment. The
MIA+BSI JHAs provide guidelines specifically for stone companies who have yet to add JHAs
to their overall safety program.
“Job Hazard Analyses should
be an integral part of the safety
and health programs of every natural stone company. These JHA
templates do a lot of the work
for you and can be customized to
fit your company’s needs,” said
Mike Loflin, MIA+BSI Industry
Research & Information Manager.
To access these resources, visit
www.naturalstoneinstitute.org/
jha.

“Go short! Go very, very short!”
Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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Cutaway (above) shows how Talon™ Cup Wheel segments dovetail into the
wheel body to eliminate segment separation. The unique center segment
groove helps remove grinding slurry while reducing heat build-up.

The Slippery Rock Classifieds ............................................................................................................................................... 30
MIA+BSI Releases Quartzite Technical Bulletin ................................................................................................................ 31

Talon Turbo

Arizona Tile Donates to R.I.S.E. Wounded Veterans Foundation ................................................................................. 34
The Lies of Size, by Sam Venable ......................................................................................................................................... 35
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The Mystique of Onyx, by Karin Kirk ................................................................................................................................. 42
Omni Cubed Announces Three New Products, by Jessica Sherwood ......................................................................... 44
Hastings, Minnesota Countertop Fabricator, Innovative Surfaces, Helps to Remodel a House on the PBS
Hometime Series .................................................................................................................................................................... 45

“The study of history
is a powerful antidote
to contemporary
arrogance. It is
humbling to discover
how many of our glib
assumptions, which
seem to us novel and
plausible, have been
tested before, not once
but many times and in
innumerable guises;
and discovered to be,
at great human cost,
wholly false.”

– Paul Johnson

™

Diamond Cup Wheels
•Designed to operate at
10,000 RPM
14,000 RPM Max
•Can be used wet or dry
•5/8-11˝ thread arbor

“Thanks, everything is great! Thank you
for your awesome quick response. BraxtonBragg is the best company we deal with.
Your entire crew has been great and we
will always do business with you!”

Sincerely,
Kim Johnson

SLIPPERY ROCK GAZETTE

®
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Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Talon Turbo Cup Wheels

Talon™ Turbo Cup Wheels are designed to be aggressive, fast
working tools. The turbo design with two layers of segments with
spacing in between keeps the core and diamonds cool and removes
the dust, or if used wet, the slurry can be readily expelled.
The back of the cup wheel is polished aluminum and this softer
metal allows bounce to be absorbed, reducing chatter and making
the weight of the cup wheel less than other wheels.

Item # Description

MSRP OUR Price

8714

Talon™ Turbo Dry Diamond Cup Wheel, 4”, Extra Coarse $89.95

$59.95

8715

Talon™ Turbo Dry Diamond Cup Wheel, 4”, Coarse

$89.95

$59.95

8716

Talon™ Turbo Dry Diamond Cup Wheel, 4”, Medium

$89.95

$59.95

8717

Talon™ Turbo Dry Diamond Cup Wheel, 4”, Fine

$89.95

$59.95

Fax 800-915-5501

www.braxton-bragg.com

Order online or call 1-800-575-4401 before
5:45 p.m. Eastern for Same Day Shipping.
Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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Dimension Stone
Design Manual 8.0

VIII
Version 8

2016_design_manual_v8_cvr_FINAL.indd 1




Sharon Koehler
Artistic Stone Design

B

ALL
NEW!

Dimension Stone
Design Manual

Guidelines for Business E-Mail

3/28/16 7:49 PM

New Restoration and Maintenance Chapter
New Tolerances Chapter
Revised Wet Areas Chapter

Order online at www.naturalstoneinstitute.org

PO Box 188, Stinesville, IN 47464
Ph: 812-876-0835 Fax: 812-876-0839
bigcreekstone.com

“The disadvantage of men not knowing the
past is that they do not know the present.
History is a hill or high point of vantage, from
which alone men see the town in which they
live or the age in which they are living.”
– G.K. Chesterton

ack in the day before
e-mail (yes, there
was a time before
e-mail), people used to
write business letters. There
are six parts of a business
letter: the heading, inside
address, greeting, the body,
the close and the signature
line. The business letter
had guidelines to follow
that every reasonably-educated person knew. For
instance: the inside address
was always typed on the
left margin to show through
the window of an envelope,
the greeting always ended
with a colon, there were no
postscripts (P.S.) in a business letter, and the signature
always needed to be in blue
or black ink. Back in the
day, a business letter was a
very serious, proper thing.
Fast forward to today:
the business letter has long
since been replaced by the
almost-instant e-mail. There
is absolutely nothing wrong
with e-mail. It speeds up
the business process and
provides documentation
about what was discussed.
No matter how you look
at it, that’s a win-win all
the way around. (Unless of
course your e- mail ends up
in a spam filter and no one
sees it.)
While it is a win-win all
the way around, believe it
or not there are guidelines
to follow for a proper business e-mail, as well.
#1 – Make sure you have
a proper business e-mail
address. Most businesses
these days do have proper
business e–mail addresses,
but if you are applying for
a job, it’s best to create a
more business sounding
address.
Partygirl92@ or Hotbody
babe85@ might be great for
your personal life but that’s
probably not the first impression you want to make
on a possible new employer.

A good e-mail address will
have your name in it so people know who sent it.
#2 – The subject line
needs to be clear and to
the point. Studies show
that most people decide
whether to open an e-mail
or not based on the subject
line. So, instead of a subject
line that is vague and unclear such as “Question” try
“Question for you about the
Smith job.”
#3 – A business e-mail
should have a signature
block. This usually includes
your name, title, company
name and contact information. You can also add some
publicity about yourself or
your company but keep it
sensible. This is my signature block:

Does Michael go by
Mike, or William by
Will, or Bill? Don’t
run the risk of offending anyone because
they go by their given
name and not a nickname.
#5 – Reply to all e–mails.
A simple “Thanks” or “I
got it” is all it takes to let
the sender know you got it
and it’s not hung up somewhere. If the e-mail is not
meant for you and you got
it by mistake, let the sender
know that, as well.
#6 – Know your recipient. Since e-mail can be
sent worldwide, be mindful of the person on the
other end. There are cultural differences to take
into account. Americans
and Germans tend to be
straighter to the point,
while people from Japan
and China tend to be more
personal.

Sharon Koehler

Support Services Manager
Artistic Stone Design
804-594-7069

We help people LOVE being at home.
Want to know more about us? Check out this link: http://bit.ly/1pWe1OJ
Have you downloaded our Free Stone and Tile Care Guide?
Voted 2016 and 2017 Best of Richmond for Countertops
and Countertop Installers

Impressive and eye-catching? Yes.
Informative? Yes.
A little over the top?
Probably, but I am proud of
my company’s accomplishments and awards.
#4 – Don’t get too personal or easy going.
Greetings like “Hey,” “Yo”
or “What Up” are fine for
friendly e–mails, but in
business these greetings are
not acceptable. “Hello” is
best with “Hi” a close second. Also, always be aware
of who you are writing to.

#7 – Humor is Not Your
Friend. Many times, humor
is in the visual and verbal
presentation. It can lose a
lot in the written word, so
unless you know the person
you’re writing to very well,
don’t risk offending them.
#8 – Back off on the
punctuation. Multiple exclamation points and question marks are a no-no. One
exclamation point and one
question mark are enough
to get the point across!
Please turn to page 15
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Increase Profits with
Lower Install Costs

TM

CONTACT US TODAY! 503.212.4034

Lowering Costs Extending Careers

REDUCE LABOR
No more shop guys
sent out on install

INCREASED
PRODUCTIVITY

Fewer stairs and less
fatigue = faster installs

ELIMINATE INJURIES

Never lose another
skilled installer

WATCH VIDEOS ONLINE AT
www.NoLiftSystem.com

ZERO DOWN: $260/mo for 36 months! Cash Discounts Available.

Get Started with No Lift Today!

Let us help you use the No Lift Install System to improve your business.

www.NoLiftSystem.com
Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Stone & Tile industry products

503.212.4034

Sales@NoLiftSystem.com
Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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BEST-SELLING
BRIDGE SAW BLADE
FEATURING

ARRAY
TECHNOLOGY

“The Viper Array Bridge Saw
Blade takes a bite out of the Terminator Xtreme blade and has at least
20% more life. It’s also priced a lot
lower than Terminator.”

– Mike Weldon,
Stone Fuzion

20mm Segment and
Array Diamond Technology
Array Technology means that the
diamonds used on the Viper ® Array
blades are evenly spaced to provide the
same quality from the first cut of the
blade to the last.

Skeeles Manufacturing
Continued from page 1

“I’ve always been running
from poor,” he said. “I was
born into a big family with
no money. I didn’t have any
grand plans. I always ran a
plant but wanted to own one
myself. Even before, I always worked a lot of hours.
I didn’t get into business to
get out of work. I got into
business to get more work.”

The Early Years

!
mem
20
s
nt
Segm
Cutting Speed
The cutting speed of this Viper ® blade is
equal to any blade on the market.
Silent Core Blade
Using the best new technology, these
premium blades cut even the hardest
stone without causing your saw to draw
increased amps.

Fred bought a woodworking and plastics manufacturing plant that was going
out of business and later
expanded into acrylics. At
first, Skeeles Manufacturing
focused on retail fixtures
and displays, doing checkout counters, storage and
displays for companies like
The Limited.
“That business is very cycle-oriented,” said Rebecca,
who is now the company’s
Vice-President. “The retail environment is really
changing with online buying. In 1995, we realized we
needed to diversify to keep
our sales more consistent,
so we started doing laminate countertops.”
They already had the
equipment for laminate, so
they incorporated delivery
and installation into their
model. From there, the business evolved to include solid-surface. By then, granite
was coming onto the scene.
Around 2000, Rebecca saw
quartz at a tradeshow.
“I thought it was phenomenal, and there was
no one pushing quartz in
Columbus. We didn’t cut
it. We ordered and installed
it. And we kept doing more
and more,” she said.

Skeeles Manufacturing kitchen remodel features
Venetian Gold granite countertops with glass subway
tile backsplash.

Below: 3cm Stellar Grey quartz vanity with undermount sinks.

equipment, and you still
have to be running things.”
Savvy business practices
have kept the Skeeles doors
open through the recession
and launched them into better economic days.

“When the recession hit,
we didn’t spend money,”
We diversified, didn’t up
our inventory, and waited
until it was over,” said Fred.
Please turn to page 26

Facilities

Item #

Description

MSRP OUR Price

9881

Viper Array 20mm Segment Silent Core Blade, 14”, 4,500 RPM

$344.95

$270.12

9882

Viper Array 20mm Segment Silent Core Blade 16”, 3,800 RPM

$389.95

$296.21

®

®

Fax 800-915-5501

www.braxton-bragg.com

Order online or call 1-800-575-4401 before
5:45 p.m. Eastern for Same Day Shipping.
Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Viper Array Silent Core Blades

In
2007,
Skeeles
Manufacturing upgraded
from 15,000 square feet to
40,000 square feet and invested in equipment to cut
natural stone.
“It has been a big learning
process, definitely,” said
Rebecca. “Stone fabrication
is becoming so automated.
You have to learn that

“The problem in our country isn’t with
books being banned, but with people
no longer reading. You don’t have to
burn books to destroy a culture. Just
get people to stop reading them.”
– Ray Bradbury

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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The Stone Detective
Is it Real, or Is it Memorex?
Frederick M. Hueston, PhD

OK

, I’m going to age
myself now. I remember the ads on TV in
the early 80s for Memorex
cassette tapes: “Is it live or
is it Memorex?” Of course,
with today’s digital media,
recorded tapes are ancient
technology. Little did I know
while I was sipping my coffee one morning that I would
run into a inspection where I
could use those words again.
I was on my last drop of
coffee when my phone rang.
And yes, it was good to the
last drop (Sorry, I can’t get
these old commercials out
of my head!). The voice on
the other end sounded real
hoarse and raspy. There
was something about it
that sounded familiar, but I
couldn’t identify where I’d
heard it before. The person

speaking went
on and on
about a home
she had just
bought, and
that the marble
columns were
all ruined. I tried
to get a word in edgewise,
but she keep going on and on
about how much this house
cost, etc., etc. I tried to get
some details, but all she said
was, “You have to come out
here and help me!”
“OK, OK, calm down,” I
said. I asked for the address
and then told her what my
inspection fee would be.
She said fine, and since it
was only 10 minutes away, I
told her I could be there right
away. I should really think
about charging extra for
emergency stone response!
I asked for a cup of joe

Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for The New 90° Stealth Seamer
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to go, and I was off to Ms.
Gravelly Voice’s house.
Arriving at the address, I
pulled up to a gate to a house
that was as large as a hotel.
I wondered – what did this
person do for a living?
I knocked on the door and
a fashionably-dressed lady
answered it, smoking one of
those tiny , thin cigars. She
said, “You must be the Stone
Detective,” in a gravely voice
as she puffed on her cigar.
(Wonder if it’s a Tiparillio,
it makes everything you do a
little better? There my brain
goes again, with another old
commercial.)
I looked around and saw
marble everywhere. The
floors were a beautiful combination of Botticino and
Verde Alpi. The walls were
clad with a white marble,
and the room had a cold
feel to it. The room was circular in shape, surrounded
by a number of tall marble
columns.
As I was looking around
she started telling me about
all the marble, the floors, the

Can you name a condition
where marble veins fade?

walls, and finally she got to
the columns. She told me she
bought the house a month
ago and everything was fine
with the columns. I took a
closer look, and there were
streaks running down them.
It looked like the marble
veins had been faded out and
smeared across the surface.
I gently tapped my knuckles on the columns and a big
smile came across my face.
Ms. Gravely must not have
been too pleased at this,

since she gave me a look like
she was going to brand me
with one of those cigars. I
almost laughed out loud at
the thought, but I composed
myself and asked her the
following question: “What
do you use to clean these
columns?”
She said she told her maid
to use a marble polish. I
asked if could see the polish.
She motioned me to follow her into the kitchen,
where she reached under the
counter and pulled out a bottle of marble polish.
I recognized it right away.
It was carnuba-based polish.
Carnubas are suspended in a
solvent. In a minute, you will
see why that this is important
to know.
I looked at the bottle and
with a nod I said, “AHA,”
and asked her to follow me
back into the circular room.
I stood next to the column
and tapped on it with my
knuckles and said, “What
you have here is a wood column very skillfully painted
to look like marble.” Again,

she looked at me with an
“I’m going to kill you” glare.
I was (almost) sorry to
burst her bubble, as I continued to explain to her that
the marble polish is a solvent similar to paint thinner
and what her maid did was
to simply smear the paint on
the column. I told her the
fix was easy: just call a faux
artist back in to repaint the
columns.
Another case solved, and I
have a new slogan: Is it real
marble or is it Memorex marble? (LOL!)
The Stone Detective is
a fictional character created by Dr. Frederick M.
Hueston, PhD, written to
be entertaining and educational. Dr. Fred has written
over 33 books on stone and
tile installations, fabrication
and restoration and also
serves as an expert for many
legal cases across the world.
Send your comments to him
at FHueston@aol.com.

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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Sasso USA Now
Distributing Alphacam

S

asso USA Inc. is now a distributor of the Alphacam
software package for
cutting stone.
Alphacam Stone provides users
with full support for 4- and 5-axes
machines. Also referred to as

3-plus-2 machining, this enables
Alphacam users to process areas
of parts that would otherwise be
inaccessible.
Alphacam’s post-processing capabilities utilize the full functions
of a CNC controller, including
plane rotation. This allows for

S lippery R ock G azette
tool-radius compensation and arcs
to be used at any angle, which
reduces the amount of NC code
needed, smooths machine movement and improves accuracy.
“The partnership between
Alphacam and Sasso USA is an
ideal fit because we share the
common goal of exceeding the
expectations of our customers,”
said Perry Boyett, Alphacam
Sales & Services Director-North
America. “The addition of Sasso

Core drilling within Alphacam
Stone is fully supported. Breakout
on the underside of worktops can be
controlled to prevent edge chipping
of the material.

to our team helps to ensure that
we offer the level of expertise that
our customers require to make

I recently purchased several 15-inch I-Braces to
support the granite overhang on my kitchen island.
They worked absolutely perfect! I weigh 250 lbs and
was able to hang from them to demonstrate how 		
strong they are (although I don’t recommend any		
one doing that). For $15.00 each, they were a steal.

				 Corbels are a thing of the past!
			
– Thanks!
				
Stephen Waldeck

Three I-Braces were used to support this 30˝ × 96˝ island install.

WARNING: The Original I-Brace is ONLY Available

from Braxton-Bragg

The other suppliers are selling knock-offs!

IT

was bound to happen. Success breeds knock-offs! Hard
work and creative thought is needed to create a product—
not so much to make a look-alike copy.

But—as we know, not all copies are as good as the original!
The Original I-Brace has been real-world tested in thousands of
kitchens. The design was analyzed, refined, computer modeled,
and tested by highly trained university engineers. It is made in
America with American steel by a billion dollar company. The
Original I-Brace is protected with a three step anti-corrosion enameling process to prevent rust and possible staining of the granite.
There are no sharp edges to catch on clothing or harm toddlers.

The Original I-Brace is exclusively available at Braxton-Bragg.
By the way, don’t assume that a knock-off is cheaper! At Braxton-Bragg you always get the best for less!
Don’t risk your reputation on a copy! Get the Original I-Brace at
Braxton-Bragg today. Gain peace of mind and the satisfaction of
knowing that you won’t have a call back.
You’ll be glad you did.

Item # Description

MSRP OUR Price

12458

The Original I-Brace Countertop Support, 13˝ Long x 2-1/2˝ Wide, 3/16˝

$16.95

$10.99

12460

The Original I-Brace XL Countertop Support, 20˝ x 2-1/2˝, 3/16˝ Thick

$22.95

$12.99

12461

The Original L-Brace Upper Bar Support, 10˝ x 2-1/2˝ Thick

$23.95

$14.99

12462

The Original L-Brace Upper Bar Support, 15˝ x 2-1/2˝ Thick

$29.95

$16.99

12464

The Original Upper Brace Upper Bar Support, 10˝ x 2-1/2˝, 1/4˝ Thick

$17.95

$10.99

12465

The Original Upper Brace Upper Bar Support, 15˝ x 2-1/2˝, 1/4˝ Thick

$22.95

$12.99

Typical breakfast bar islands use 2–4 braces per side.
		

Centers should be spaced every 18-24˝.

www.braxton-bragg.com

Fax 800-915-5501

Order online or call 1-800-575-4401 before 5:45 pm Eastern for Same Day Shipping.
Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for the original I-Brace

the most of their investments in
software and machinery.”
Sasso USA is the U.S. arm of
Italian stone-machine manufacturer Sassomeccanica S.R.L., established in 1974 by Tommaso
Caroselli Leali and now known
worldwide as a premier manufacturer of saws and edge polishing
machines that meet or exceed
the requirements of the most-demanding customers.
Tommaso’s son, Mario
Caroselli, is the CEO of Sasso
USA.
Alphacam is one of the products offered by Vero Software
of Gloucester, United Kingdom.
Founded in Italy in 1988, Vero
designs, develops, and supplies
CAD/CAM/CAE software to enhance the efficiency of design and
manufacturing processes.
Since 2014, Vero is part of
Hexagon AB, a global technology
group based in Stockholm.
Visit the Alphacam website for
more information on the software tools available for stone
working, www.alphacam.com/
alphacam-stone .

The Man Trap

P

olice have nabbed a fleeing
suspect after he fell through
the ceiling and into a shower at a
Florida apartment complex.
Winter Haven Police officers
said they were searching one
Tuesday for 32-year-old Demario
Webster with an outstanding warrant for alleged probation violations when they chased him to a
woman’s apartment.
The Ledger reports the woman
told police Weber wasn’t inside and they’d have to return
with a search warrant to enter.
Meanwhile, police said Webster
was inside the apartment and had
crawled into an attic space.
Authorities say a neighbor
alerted officers minutes later that
Webster had fallen through the
ceiling into a shower. Webster
was arrested and charged with resisting arrest without violence and
three counts of unarmed burglary.

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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Tennessee Building Stone,
BMJ Stone Merge
Continued from page 1

Anne is a 21-year stone industry veteran and manager
of Tennessee Building Stone.
“Tennessee Building Stone was a
full service quarry and fabricator
at one time, but after the death
of family member Roy Rose, the
company began to down-size and
only sold to regular customers.”
According to Anne, the main
reasons for the merger were location and the size of the existing
property to house new, high-tech
equipment. “When the Rectors
approached me with the opportunity to manage and oversee
operations at this historic stone
company, I was honored to be
associated with them. Our goals
are to continue the tradition of
Tennessee Building Stone. They
are one of the most ethical and
most famous companies around
here, and we want to continue
that in honor of the Rose family
and build upon that with new
technology.”

So what does a merger mean
to BMJ Stone? Co-owner John
Rector explains: “From our standpoint, it is to continue the legacy
that Tennessee Building Stone has
built, and to assure the industry of
the quality that they have stood
by. They have built a reputation
for that quality and for the good of
the industry, and the interest that
we have is to maintain the quality
that they’ve kept and demanded
for past projects. We want to continue that, build on that, bring new
innovation into the opportunities
that are there, and then build on
that by expanding both domestic
and international sales.”
“What I see is that this is an opportunity for all of us to bring our
team to new markets that we haven’t been involved in,” explained
brother and co-owner, Mike
Rector. “Tennessee Building
Stone has an untarnished reputation. David Rose, his brothers
Roy and Chester, and their father
R.L. Rose before them have done

Visit www.braxton-bragg.com for the new Groves On-Site Delivery Trailer
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an outstanding job over the years,
and that reputation is still there.
John and I just wanted to take
the opportunity to merge with
this company and bring it back
into the mainstream of the stone
industry.”
John and Mike are third-generation stone people and the owners
of BMJ Stone for 20 years. The
brothers additionally own a 32year old masonry company as
well as six quarries that operate
under the name R3M Quarries.
“We own several other stone
related businesses,” continued
Mike, “and when the opportunity came about with Tennessee
Building Stone, we wanted to
be able to help lift the legacy of
what they had built here. But the
bigger picture is for the stone industry. We just try and do what
we do to enhance the industry in
general and take it as a challenge,
honestly.”
Crab Orchard colors include
(but are not limited to) the variegated, traditional Crab Orchard
with pink and brown candy striping, a buff-chestnut color with
a bit of caramel vein in it, and a
blue-gray. Please turn to page 24

“We offer a full line of sawn products from standard to very custom,
including countertops, bullnose pool coping, sills, water tables, flooring,
flagstone, fieldstone, landscaping, stone, a full line of thin veneer products,
as well as Stone Age modular fireplace and fire pit products,” said Anne.

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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Buyer
Responsible for
Transport

IF

you have always aspired to
live in an upscale governor’s
mansion without being elected, North
Dakota has a deal for you. With a catch.
The state wants to preserve the
10,000-square-foot home that has
served North Dakota’s first families for
57 years, while making way for a larger

S lippery R ock G azette
$5 million mansion. But that means the
sprawling house needs to be moved. No
later than September.
Unpretentious and sturdy, the prairie-style brick Governor’s Residence has
stood since 1960 as a metaphor for the
state. Lawmakers have been attempting
to replace the home for years, saying it
doesn’t dazzle visiting dignitaries, has
security issues, is not handicapped-accessible and likely contains lead paint, mold
and asbestos. And the roof leaks.
Still, Capitol Facilities Manager John
Boyle said at least two people have expressed interest in moving the home, a

The North Dakota Governor’s mansion no longer impresses visiting dignitaries, and has been described as
having all the style of “a detached garage.”

Finally, a Manufacturer Who Listens to a Repairman
Now the Strongest Guarantee in the Industry—12 Months!
ONLY

$

5
9
9
,
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local physician and an “elected
state official” he wouldn’t name.
Proposals for the project were taken
through Aug. 2. If the home isn’t
moved by the end of September, it
will be demolished, he said.
“It’s got to be the right person
and the right situation,” Boyle said.
A home that size and old could
cost at least $250,000 to move, said
local house mover John Schmidt,
who’s business has been around
for four generations. He also noted
that moving the home, in the heart
of Bismarck, could be a logistical
nightmare in part because of so
many trees in the area.
“A structure like that, you’re
talking blocks, not miles,” Schmidt
said.
The new 13,500-square-foot
mansion should be completed by
Thanksgiving. Built of limestone,
granite and brick, it’s intended to
last 100 years. Much of the furniture will come from the old home,
as will massive entrance doors.
Anything unused will go to the
state museum or be held in state
surplus, Boyle said.
The new home will be the third
official residence built for North
Dakota’s governors. The original
was built in 1884 and still stands a
few blocks south of the Capitol.

I am Bill Roberts and I approve this message!

C is for Cok-ey…

Hercules Single Speed
with Hydroplaning System
®

A Repairman’s Story
My name is Bill Roberts and I repair routers
for Braxton-Bragg. Over the years, I have
worked on hundreds of routers made by
most manufacturers including Sector,
Stinger, MEM and others.

I Have Seen a Lot of Wear and Tear…
Routers get a lot of hard use. Some parts
simply wear out, and some occasionally
break. Over the years I saw patterns and
often wondered why manufacturers did not
beef up more of the critical parts.

Nobody Listened

Little Things Matter
Often it was the little things that mattered.
An engineer in a lab does not know the real
world of a stone shop, and how the shape
of the power cord, the thickness of a belt,
or the type of bearings used can affect
performance.

Single Phase Power
It costs more to produce a powerful router
with single phase power than with 3-phase,
but when asked about making it 3-phase, I
told them that many shops only had single
phase power…and they listened!

From time to time, I communicated ideas
but for the most part, did not see any
changes.

21 Improvements Later
Well, to make a long story short, the
manufacturer
has
implemented
21
improvements in the design of the Hercules
Router. These improvements make it perform
better and last longer. I believe you will agree
with me that this is the most reliable router
you have ever used.
®

Now the BEST Guarantee
in the Industry—12 Months!
Because of the changes, the router is now
backed by a 12-month guarantee—the
longest in the industry. I would have to
say that this is the most reliable router that
Braxton-Bragg has ever sold.

Finally, Somebody Did
Then about three years ago, I was asked
to provide detailed information on my
experience with Hercules Routers. Since
Hercules is our best-selling router, I had a
lot of practice repairing them. Now I finally
got the chance to take one completely apart
and find the most worn components.
®

®

Fax 800-915-5501

Item # Description
55095
		

MSRP

OUR Price

Hercules Router Edge Profiling Machine, Single Speed $3,448.95
with Hydroplaning System

$1,995.00

®

F.O.B. Knoxville, TN

www.braxton-bragg.com

Order online or call 1-800-575-4401 before 5:45 p.m. Eastern for Same Day Shipping.
Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for the Hercules Router

A

stash of cocaine hidden
inside a Cookie Monster
doll has landed a Florida man
in jail on a drug possession
charge.
The Monroe County Sheriff’s
Office said in a news release
one Wednesday that 39-yearold Camus McNair was arrested
after a traffic stop in the Florida
Keys involving a car with heavily tinted windows and an obscured license plate.
A deputy smelled marijuana odor after pulling over
McNair’s car, then searched a
backpack in the car and found
the Cookie Monster doll. The
deputy noticed the doll seemed
heavier than it should and noticed a slit had been cut into it.
Authorities say about 11
ounces (312 grams) of cocaine
was found inside the doll.
McNair was jailed, with bail set
at $7,000. Jail records did not
list an attorney for him.

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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Up to 300% Longer Life...
Designed to give you professional results using Hercules, Master, Magnum, and Sector, when fabricating stone
countertops. These fabricator-tested router bits use a special manufacturing process that bonds an extra-thick
layer of diamond abrasives to help you achieve great results, and up to 300% longer life.
Position 1 is a Metal Bond/Sintered Router Bit. This very aggressive and long lasting first step is used for quick
stock removal and rough edge shaping. Supplied with 2 bearings. The first bearing is over-sized to allow the
second tool to refine the profile edge. The second bearing is used when only using the first profile bit.
Position 2 is a Metal Bond/Sintered Router Bit. This second step removes lines, leaving a smooth, honed finish
on the edge making it ready for polishing.
Pos. 1

Pos. 2

•Position 1 comes with 2 bearings
•Use pos. 1 bearing when following it with pos. 2 wheel
•Recommend running speed is 9,000 RPM
•6mm layer of diamonds for long tool life
•Same geometry as Viper CNC profile wheels
•8 & 10mm bolts included with all bits

2cm Radius
Router Bits

Item # Description		

2cm Ogee
Router Bits
MSRP OUR Price

D
NE
G
I
S
LL
DE
A
!
R
FOOUTERS
R
LL 401
A
C 75-4
-5
800
Pos. 1

Item # Description		

Pos. 2

MSRP OUR Price

55000

Viper A-20 (2cm), Radius Router Profile Wheel, Pos. 1		

$275.95

$179.95

55006

Viper F-20 (2cm), Ogee Router Profile Wheel, Pos. 1		

$349.95

$227.95

55001

Viper A-20 (2cm), Radius Router Profile Wheel, Pos. 2 		

$248.95

$161.95

55007

Viper F-20 (2cm), Ogee Router Profile Wheel, Pos. 2 		

$334.95

$217.95

Pos. 1

Pos. 2

3cm Ogee
Router Bits

3cm Radius
Router Bits

Item # Description		

MSRP OUR Price

Pos. 1

Item # Description		

Pos. 2

MSRP OUR Price

55020

Viper A-30 (3cm), Radius Router Profile Wheel, Pos. 1		

$415.95

$270.95

55008

Viper F-30 (3cm), Ogee Router Profile Wheel, Pos. 1		

$423.95

$275.95

55021

Viper A-30 (3cm), Radius Router Profile Wheel, Pos. 2 		

$386.95

$251.95

55009

Viper F-30 (3cm), Ogee Router Profile Wheel, Pos. 2 		

$340.95

$221.95

Pos. 1

Pos. 2

2cm Full
Bullnose
Router Bits

2cm Demi
Bullnose
Router Bits

Item # Description		

MSRP OUR Price

Pos. 1

Item # Description		

Pos. 2

MSRP OUR Price

55002

Viper B-20 (2cm), Demi Bullnose Profile Wheel, Pos. 1		

$388.95

$252.95

55014

Viper V-20 (2cm), Full Bullnose Profile Wheel, Pos. 1		

$362.95

$235.95

55003

Viper B-20 (2cm), Demi Bullnose Profile Wheel, Pos. 2 		

$379.95

$246.95

55015

Viper V-20 (2cm), Full Bullnose Profile Wheel, Pos. 2 		

$357.95

$232.95

Pos. 1

Pos. 2

3cm Full
Bullnose
Router Bits

3cm Demi
Bullnose
Router Bits

Item # Description		

MSRP OUR Price

Pos. 1

Item # Description		

Pos. 2

MSRP OUR Price

55004

Viper B-30 (3cm), Demi Bullnose Profile Wheel, Pos. 1		

$519.95

$337.95

55016

Viper V-30 (3cm), Full Bullnose Profile Wheel, Pos. 1		

$555.95

$361.95

55005

Viper B-30 (3cm), Demi Bullnose Profile Wheel, Pos. 2 		

$508.95

$330.95

55017

Viper V-30 (3cm), Full Bullnose Profile Wheel, Pos. 2 		

$526.95

$342.95

Pos. 1

Pos. 2

2cm Bevel
Router Bits

Item # Description		
55010
55011

Viper E-20 (2cm), Bevel Router Profile Wheel, Pos. 1		
Viper E-20 (2cm), Bevel Router Profile Wheel, Pos. 2 		
Pos. 1

Pos. 2

4cm Full
Bullnose
Router Bits
MSRP OUR Price
$328.95
$312.95

Item # Description		

MSRP OUR Price

55018

Viper V-40 (4cm), Full Bullnose Profile Wheel, Pos. 1		

$611.95

$397.95

$203.95

55019

Viper V-40 (4cm), Full Bullnose Profile Wheel, Pos. 2 		

$583.95

$379.95

5cm Straight Z
Profile Router Bit
MSRP OUR Price

55012

Viper E-30 (3cm), Bevel Router Profile Wheel, Pos. 1		

$472.95

$307.95

55013

Viper E-30 (3cm), Bevel Router Profile Wheel, Pos. 2 		

$443.95

$288.95

Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Viper Diamond Profile Wheels

Pos. 2

$213.95

3cm Bevel
Router Bits

Item # Description		

Pos. 1

Item # Description		
10459

Viper Z-50 (5cm), Straight Z Router Profile Wheel,		
Pos. 1, 36 Grit, 2” OD x 2” H, 9,000 RPM Max

MSRP OUR Price
$292.95

$190.95

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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Finally!

Discovering the MIA+BSI at the
Massachusetts Stone Summit

Eliminate Bouncing
& Chipping
Caused by Metal or
Carbide Cup Wheels
Continued from page 8

The Viper 30 Grit Bites like a Cup Wheel,
Smooths like a Polishing Pad.
®

Andrew Geronimo
Recommends the
Viper ® 30 Grit
Granite Wet
Polishing Pad

Viper® 30 Grit Wet Polishing
Pads have the chops to remove
stock, shape edges and prepare
cut stone to begin the polishing process. This grit will remove the deepest scratches.
Unlike metal or carbide cup
wheels, chipping and
bouncing is practically
eliminated. You’ll be
able to move on to
the polishing process in no time.

Item # Description

MSRP OUR Price

11051

$22.95

Viper Granite Wet Polishing Pad, 4˝, 30 Grit, Purple
®

$14.95

Fax 800-915-5501

www.braxton-bragg.com

Order online or call 1-800-575-4401 before
5:45 p.m. Eastern for Same Day Shipping.
Visit www.braxton-bragg.com for Viper 30 Grit Polishing Pads

Michele Farry
Humblestone
The Massachusetts Stone
Summit included a tour
of MS International’s slab
warehouse facility, led by
Holly Nelson.

T

his month’s article
is a break from my
business development
series started in the February
2017 issue Slippery Rock.
I’ll return to part two of
getting feedback from the end
consumer’s perspective in the
November issue of the SRG.
A few weeks ago I received
a pleasant surprise invitation
to attend the Massachusetts
Stone Summit organized by
the MIA (Marble Institute
of America) + BSI (Building
Stone Institute) and Stone
World Magazine, was actually able to attend, and would
like to share what I learned
there.
The Stone Summit, hosted
by branch leader Shaim Patel,
and John Danese, VP of MS
International, Inc., was very
dynamic. MSI was presented
with an award celebrating
their 15-year membership and
support of the MIA. Having
never attended an MIA+BSI
event, and with full disclosure, only vague familiarity
with what MIA+ BSI do outside of the certification they
offer I was eager to observe,
take in the information and
interact with colleagues, vendors and hosts.
We had a full agenda for
the day, including a tour of
MS International, which is
an amazing facility. Not a
minute was lost in opportunities to connect with the more
than 80 attendees, which were
primarily made up of fabricators, but included a select few
distributors and suppliers.
The day was facilitated
by Duane Naquin of Stone
Interiors. Starting off with

introductions, we dove into
topics including stone shop
management, fabricator resources, mini-presentations,
small break-out sessions, and
the ability to interact with
questions throughout the
whole experience.
Many industry-leading sponsors were represented, including BACA
Industries, Blanco, Bonstone,
Braxton-Bragg, Breton
USA, GranQuartz, Integra
Adhesives, Laser Products,

found they learn so much on
the ground from the information gained being part of the
Stone Summits, listening and
applying feedback from fabricators. I was impressed with
the engagement.
After having had this experience, and given the overview of some of the benefits
of becoming a member, I felt
I wanted to know more background information on MIA
+BSI, their missions in the industry, and discuss why they
have chosen to partner up for
a two year trial collaboration
of memberships.
Please turn to page 31

Duane Naquin, a founding partner and CEO of Stone
Interiors North America, serves as Chairman of the
MIA’s Education Committee. This role provides him with
the opportunity to travel throughout the country presenting seminars and training classes for the MIA on the
natural stone business.

Stone Boss, Moraware,
Pearl Industries, Prussiani
USA, and Water Treatment
Solutions.
I spent time talking with
several of these vendors and

Left to right: David
Madonia, publisher of
Stone World magazine,
host Shamin Patel, and
Jon Danese, VP of MS
International, Inc.

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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Guidelines
for Business
E-Mail
Continued from page 6

Multiple question marks make
you seem confused, and multiple
exclamation points can make you
appear childish.
#9 – Proofread, proofread
and proofread! Absolutely
proofread your e-mails, read
them out loud if possible, and
don’t just rely on spell-check.
Too many words in our language are similar. Kite and kit,
her and here, the and there, bear
and bare, and don’t forget to, too
and two. These words will pass
a spell-check, as will hundreds
of others, but those little errors
can make you seem either uneducated or unprofessional, or both.
And of course, please let your
proof reading begin and end with
the recipient. As I’m sure we all
know, it is super embarrassing
to send an e-mail to someone by
mistake.
#10 – Stick to the Classics. For
business e-mail, keep everything
simple and easy to read. Font size
should be no smaller than 10-12
point in black, in an easy-to-read
style like Arial, Calibri, Times or
Bookman Old Style. (Personally,
I think this rule should be expanded to include blue color font
as well, but that’s just me. Note
that blue underlined web links in
your e-mail are usually reserved
to indicate an active link.)
Remember that these are
guidelines for business e-mails.
In business it’s all about looking professional. Some of these
guidelines should carry over to
our personal e-mails, but in your
personal e-mails, feel free to express yourself less rigidly. In personal e-mails – to each his own.
Please send your thoughts on
this article to Sharon at Sharon@
asdrva.rocks.

• Akemi Colour Bond Magic Colors
camouflages the seam into the stone
structure
• For use on Quartz, Marble, Granite,
Quartzite, Onyx, Glass, Porcelain,
Ceramic, Solid Surface, and other
dense surfaces
• Provides strong, smooth,
glossy joints
• Under 20 minute cure
• Low odor
• Available in over 50 colors

FREE Colour Bond Match Chart
Contact InnoChem LLC
www.innochemllc.com
info@innochemllc.com
or www.braxton-bragg.com

Colour Bond Color Matching list available at
wwww.akemi.com.
Scroll down to colourbond tab and just click.

Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Akemi Color Bond Adhesive

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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Stone Restoration and
Maintenance Corner

Onyx bar tops would certainly be a good candidate for
a higher-level maintenance
program. Impregnate, implement a routine maintenance
schedule, and be prepared to
re-polish often. It is the nature of the beast.

Paying Attention to the Little Things

G

rinding, honing, and polishing are a given in our
industry, right? I think
we can all agree that these processes are at the core of stone restoration and maintenance.
However, it is the little things
that add up to a “job well done.”
One of my mottos was to always
leave a project site in better and
cleaner condition than when you
arrived. I’m not just talking about
the stone or project surface, either.

Bob Murrell

M3 Technologies
Photos by Bob Murrell

These are essential but not all that
sets the true professional apart
from the average contractor.
Going above and beyond the
scope of the project is the mark of
the true professional. Educating
the customer is one of these extra
measures that are not only appreciated by the customer, but also
help with long-term maintenance

require special care and higher
maintenance. It is the “nature of
the beast.”
When I say higher maintenance,
I actually mean implementing a
maintenance schedule where a
periodic polishing or honing may
be necessary to maintain the surfaces in their best condition. This
is especially true of kitchen and

Above and right: These Tennessee Pink marble tables had
taken a beating over years of soda abuse. After consultation
with the client, it was decided to go with a color enhanced low
hone for more durability.

As restoration and maintenance
professionals, we all know that
making a mess is part of the process. So keeping the area clean
and organized is not only essential, but something the true professional does as a standard part
of their routine.
Protecting adjacent areas by
taping and draping, laying plastic down, construction paper, and
other protective products is just
a part of the everyday process.

while adding value to your
project.
Customers need to know that
their white Carrara marble countertops or vanity tops are chemically sensitive and soft, and will
therefore etch and scratch easily. I have seen a shift in recent
years where marble, limestone,
and even super soft onyx and alabaster are being used for kitchen
and bar tops. Customers need to
know that these materials will

Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Stone & Tile industry products

bar tops, as well as kitchen floors.
Even though many of these
delicate surfaces may be honed,
etching and scratching may still
develop and normally is fairly obvious, just not as bad as with polished surfaces. It usually depends
on the level of honing as to how
obvious the damage is.
Impregnating these surfaces

should be standard operating procedure. Impregnators will not stop
etching but can slow it down and
allow more time to wipe up the
spill. So every time the surface
is repaired, it should be re-impregnated if the surface does not
sufficiently repel water. Please
make sure the customer does not
get a false sense of security from
the impregnation and make sure
they know that the process simply helps future restoration by
keeping the etching closer to the
surface.
So impregnate all critical area
surfaces (areas subject to heavier
soiling and wear), try to convey the importance that the customer should implement the use
of coasters and cutting boards,
make sure they understand why
all spills should be wiped up as
soon as possible, and they use the
specified stone care products for
the routine maintenance.
I don’t know how many of these
surfaces have been degraded
by the use of improper cleaning
products. We all know horror
stories of the maid using vinegar
on a black marble shower because that is what someone told
her would cut the minerals and
soap scum buildup. Caustic, ammoniac, and acidic cleaners will
certainly degrade marble surfaces
prematurely.
I recommend that all restoration
professionals should always leave
behind the appropriate maintenance products for the BSC, maid
service, or homeowner to use.
Leave nothing to doubt. Make
sure they understand how to use
the products and where to reorder
them. I recommend the Majestic
No-Rinse Neutral Cleaner as the
standard go-to product for most
any situation. It is safe for use on
all surfaces that are water-friendly.
Please turn to page 21
What an amazing difference
some honing makes. Regular
specialized maintenance is essential to maintaining surfaces
subject to daily acidic spills.

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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K-Bond Coloring Kit, 10 Colors, 2 oz.

“In a moment of
decision, the best
thing you can do is the
right thing. The worst
thing you can do
is nothing.”
–Theodore Roosevelt

Making Clueless
Look Smart

A

uthorities say a New
Hampshire woman, arrested for drug possession,
returned to the police station
to demand the drugs be returned to her, prompting her
to be rearrested.
An officer told 26-year-old
Emily Morin, of Concord,
New Hampshire, that he
absolutely wouldn’t return
the Suboxone, a highly addictive substance that can
be used to treat heroin addiction. It was seized as evidence during Ms. Morin’s
arrest stemming from a
shoplifting incident.
In the rearrest, the officer
who refused to return the
illegal drugs said he saw
Morin get into a car and start
to drive away – much to his
amazement. Earlier, police
had determined that Morin’s
license and registration were
suspended. She was arrested
after a brief altercation and
struggle.
Morin was arraigned the
next day on charges of driving after suspension, breach
of bail and resisting arrest, in
addition to drug and willful
concealment charges.
From the initial report, it
wasn’t clear if Morin had
a lawyer, or if she was too
strung out to have a clue
about what she was doing.

Item #

4357

59.97

$
MADE IN THE USA

Easy to Color

Compatible with all major adhesive color mixes including K-Bond
Granite Color Pigments — what could be easier?

MADE IN THE USA

Why is Stone Shield Knife Grade
Our Best Selling Adhesive?

Adhesive Spreaders
& Stirring Sticks

Stone Shield ™ Transparent Can Save You Money!

How can glue save you money? Stone Shield™ Transparent Knife Grade is high
quality polyester adhesive, made in America and offered at a great price.
Consistent Performance

Smooth consistency makes this a good choice for a wide variety of applications. Can
after can, you know what you’re getting; it’s never a surprise. Consistent work time,
consistent strength, consistency that you can count on.
Universal Application

Since it’s compatible with granite, marble, travertine and quartz, Stone Shield’s
strong bond and fast hardening time is ideal for seams, patching or repairing. This is
the only can of adhesive you’ll ever need!

Item #

4800A

9.74

$

4–6 minutes of working time
Polishable in 30-60 minutes
Transparent formulation is easy to color-match

19.95

$

Item #

9100
MADE IN THE USA

3.74

$

Razor Blades

Item # Description

MSRP

OUR Price

46404

Stone Shield™ Transparent Knife Grade, Quart

$15.95

$12.95

46405

Stone Shield™ Transparent Knife Grade, Gallon

$48.95

$43.95

46406

Stone Shield™ Transparent Knife Grade, 5 Gallons

$195.95

$169.95

www.braxton-bragg.com

Item #

4802

$ 26

Fax 800-915-5501

Order online or call 1-800-575-4401 before 5:45 p.m. Eastern for Same Day Shipping.

Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Stone Shield Adhesives

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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Makita 18 Volt LXT
A
Sub Compact Cordless
Combo Kit

Tools of the Trade

Buy

The Combo Kit includes two18 volt batteries, an ultra-compact
2-speed brushless driver-drill with two speed settings that weighs
only 2.8 lbs., and a variable speed brushless impact driver
with two speed settings that weighs only 2.6 lbs.

An EXTRA
Makita 18 Volt
Compact Lithium
Ion Battery

Get
FREE

A

$

37

9VA5LUE

Best Products, Lowest Prices,
Better Service
Limited Supply! Hurry–Special Offer Ends September 30, 2017
Item # Description			PROMO Price

11477
		

Makita ® 18 Volt LXT Lithium Ion Sub Compact 		
$239.00
Brushless Cordless 2 Piece Combo Kit

Fax 800-915-5501

www.braxton-bragg.com

Order online or call 1-800-575-4401 before
5:45 p.m. Eastern for Same Day Shipping.
Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for the Makita Combo Kit

while back, I called
my trusty electrician to come and
install a ceiling fan in my
living room. There was
no prior fan or light in the
ceiling, so I knew he would
have to cut the sheetrock,
put in a brace, run some
wires and whatever else
was needed to give me a
working ceiling fan.

back and forth to his truck a
couple of times looking for
his glasses. (He never found
them.) He didn’t bring a
ladder and asked me to find
mine. Then he didn’t have
the right size screwdriver,

He came at the time of our
appointment. He had a tool
box and a tool belt as well,
plus a ladder and furniture
and floor covers. He asked
me several questions about
the location of the fan and
went to work. He put his
glasses on and started measuring the room. (I had indicated I wanted the fan in
the middle of the room.)
He marked the ceiling and
made a circle the size of
the hole he was going to
cut. Once he “prepped” the
work area and examined the
attic space above, he went
out to his truck, got a saw
and went to work.
He sawed things, screwed
things, clipped wires,
checked measurements and
assembled things. He used
safety glasses, saws, screwdrivers, meters, gauges,
wires and things I cannot
even begin to know what
they are. But, in less than
45 minutes I had a new ceiling fan assembled, installed
and working. Poof – just
like that, the job was over
and complete. I paid him,
thanked him, and he went
on his way.
Last month I called him
again for another fan in another room but he said he
was working on a huge project through the local IBEW
and couldn’t do it, but he
did recommend another
guy he said could handle it.
I called the guy, explained
what I needed. He said no
problem and quoted me a
price that was very close
to my regular electrician’s
price ($5 more) so I made
an appointment.
He showed up on time but
not prepared. He walked

so a trip to the local supply
store was necessary. Then
he couldn’t find the brace
he “thought” he brought, so
he had to drive back to the
local supply store and buy
one. Then the battery in one
of his gauges was dead. And
then he couldn’t find the
right blade to cut the sheetrock so he tried a different
blade but it ended up not
going through the sheetrock
very well and took twice as
long to cut, AND it didn’t
make clean cuts. I ended up
needing a hole cover to conceal the damage. Four hours
later he had made four trips
to the local supply store and
I finally, FINALLY had a
working ceiling fan (and
a hole cover that I didn’t
want). I paid him and he
went on his way. Then I
took two aspirin because I
had a headache.
But while he walked away,
I realized that there was a
lesson in all this: Tools of
the Trade!
An artist needs brushes
and paints. A chef needs
knives and recipes. A
seamstress needs fabric
and needles. So many jobs

JoAnn Bertana &
Sharon Koehler
Artistic Stone Design

S lippery R ock G azette
require specific tools. Stone
work does too. But it’s not
enough to fully stock your
trucks with every bit, saw, 5
way and caulk color known
to man. Tools of the trade
are not just physical tools.
Tools are also customer
service, knowledge and
reputation. Your trucks and
crews can have everything
they need, but what good
does it do if your salesperson aggravates the customer
before the job even gets
started? Plus, all those outfitted trucks won’t do you
a bit of good if you have
a reputation for not doing
quality work, or not standing behind your work.
The right tools for the job
need to start the first time
the customer contacts your
business. Customers want
knowledge, organization
and confidence. Show them
that from their first contact,
all the way down the line
from showroom personnel,
to salesperson, to templater,
to installer.
But, don’t let them get all
the way down the line only
to have your install crew
show up with only half
the tools or supplies they
need. All that “good stuff”
the customer felt for you
should not fly out the window because your trucks
are not fully stocked with
the tools and supplies the
installers need to do the job.
Make sure your crews inventory their trucks on a
regular basis to see what
they need. When they do,
either empower them to get
it or report what they need
to someone who can get it.
Please turn to page 19

“I have learned that
people will forget
what you said, people will forget what
you did, but people will never forget how you made
them feel.”
– Maya Angelo

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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Paxton Countertops in
Lansing Joins Artisan Group

“Fast and easy to
install, very strong
and effective...”

P

axton Countertops in
Lansing, Michigan, has
been selected as the
newest member of the Artisan
Group, a national organization
of independent countertop fabricators. The group offers its own
brands of premium countertops
including Aventine Quartz,
Artisan Stone Collection granite
and marble, Saratoga Soapstone,
and Heritage Wood.
“I am so glad to be a part of
this group of like-minded individuals, who are 100 percent committed to delivering a
premium product, and having
customers as the center of their
universe,” says Dave Paxton,
owner, Paxton Countertops.
“The Artisan Group shows real
excitement and extreme passion
about crushing their competitors
in all meaningful metrics. And,
they are interested in building a
business model that is the best
in the industry, not just building
countertops.”

Tools of the
Trade
Continued from page 18

The “company” should also
take a regular look at equipment.
Things wear out over time. There
is nothing more tragic than someone getting hurt because something needed to be replaced and
it wasn’t.
Don’t be afraid to invest in new
equipment that might make the
job safer or easier. Just because
you have always done it “this
way” doesn’t mean “this way”
should never be improved upon
or changed.
From beginning to end, jobs
need to go off without a hitch.
Your tools of the trade will get
you there and help set you apart
from your competitors. Let your
tools help you be the first and the
best – not second and unknown.
This article was co-written by JoAnne Bertana and
Sharon Koehler. Please send
your thoughts on this article to
Sharon@asdrva.rocks.

Troy Pilkington,
Shop Manager TNK Design,
Maryville, TN

Dave Paxton, owner of
Paxton Countertops, newest
member of the Artisan Group
network of stone fabricators.

Paxton Countertops is a
family owned and operated
Countertop fabrication business, serving all of Michigan
and beyond for more than 40
years. Their indoor slab selection center is located at 1340
S Waverly Rd, Lansing, MI .
Call (517)627-3688 or visit
www.facebook.com/paxton.
countertops, or their website
www.paxtonsurfaces.com.
The Artisan Group™ is the
premier network of stone fabricators in North America.
The group is the first group
of fabricators in the world to
have achieved full accreditation with the Marble Institute
of America. Brands of the
Artisan Stone Collection include Aventine Quartz, Exotic
& Classic Granite & Marble,
and Saratoga Soapstone. It
also offers Heritage Wood surfacing products. Utilizing the
most technically advanced, automated shops in the industry,
highly skilled craftsmen ensure
that each installation meets exacting standards.
From classic to exotic, Artisan
Group offers the most extensive
array of countertop choices
in the industry, and is dedicated to customer service. For
more information, visit www.
a r t isa n- cou nt ers.com or
facebook.com/ArtisanGroup
Countertops.

Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Stone Pro ADA Countertop Support

Restroom vanity picture
captured at a tavern in
South Illinois

Install an ADA Compliant
wall-hung vanity, quickly,
inexpensively and beautifully!

The Stone Pro Countertop Support is ADA compliant
and is one of the best ways to mount and secure wall
vanities.
It’s a natural stone countertop support that can be set
at the appropriate height for easy counter access for
someone in a wheelchair.
See the video
www.braxtonbragg.com

4´ span – 2 brackets
5´ span – 3 brackets
8´ span and larger – 4 brackets and on up
with compliant spacing

NEW

MADE IN THE USA

W!
LO
E
RIC
P

Item # Description
3743

Stone Pro, ADA Compliant Countertop Support

MSRP

OUR Price

$224.95

$99.95

Fax 800-915-5501

www.braxton-bragg.com

Order online or call 1-800-575-4401 before
5:45 p.m. Eastern for Same Day Shipping.
Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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Braxton-Bragg Now Carries

ItalDiamant

S

Dekton

Dekton Large Blades

Item # Description

Stone Forensics Announces 2018
Stone and Tile Troubleshooting
Workshop in Las Vegas
tone Forensics has
announced that it will be
conducting its popular
Stone and Tile Troubleshooting
training in January 2018 in Las
Vegas. The program is designed
to teach the basics of stone and
tile installations failures.

Price

55802

ItalDiamant Dekton Core Bit, 1-3/8” (35mm)

$105.95

55803

ItalDiamant Dekton Blade, 5”, 20mm, 3,000 RPM

55804
					

ItalDiamant Dekton CNC Core Bit, 1/2 Gas, 1-3/8” (35mm)
1,900 RPM Max, Feed Rate: 1” to 1-1/2” per minute

$105.95

55805
					

ItalDiamant Dekton Finger Bit, 1-3/8” (35mm),
4,100 RPM Max, Feed Rate: 9” to 10” per minute

$145.95

55906
				

ItalDiamant Dekton Blade, 14”, 10mm (H), 50/60mm
1,900-2,500 RPM Max

$213.95

55907
				

ItalDiamant Dekton Blade, 16”, 10mm (H), 50/60mm
1,700-2,300 RPM Max

$259.95

55909
				

ItalDiamant Dekton Blade, 18”, 10mm (H), 50/60mm Bushing
1,400-2,000 RPM Max

$368.95

$68.95

Dekton 5˝ Blade

Dekton CNC Core Bit

According to Fred Hueston who
will be conducting the training,
“The amount of failures, poor installations and other issues with
stone and tile flooring are on
the rise. This seminar is perfect
for restoration and installation
contractors as well as architects,
building engineers and maintenance staff who have to deal with
stone and tile installation and restoration. The program is being
offered in Las Vegas, Nevada,
the same time as Stone Expo.
Training will be held January
29-February 1, 2018. For those
who wish to be certified inspectors this course will also offer
certification.
The stone and tile troubleshooting program is a full four days
with the certification test on the
last day. The program is only offered once per year, and the class
size is limited. The cost of the
class is $1,995 per person.
The following topics will be
covered in the comprehensive
class:
• The geology of stone
• Understanding the structure
of different kinds of stone
and materials
• Identifying stone and
tile types

• Quarry techniques that affect
the final product
• Production of tile and slabs
• Fabrication and installation
requirements
• Physical and chemical
testing
• Stone and tile forensic
investigation
• Diagnosing problems
• Stone and tile restoration
• Repair and replacement
• Stain removal
• Troubleshooting
• Report writing
• Expert witness testimony
• Slip resistance
• Laboratory testing
One day will be spent in the
field examining failures.
Here’s what former students
say about this upcoming seminar
on Stone Troubleshooting and
inspection:
“I highly recommend this
course. If you want the credibility that sets you head and shoulders above other stone restorers,
this course is a must. Taught by
Dr. Fred Hueston, whose reputation is justified as ‘The’ Leading
Expert in Stone Forensics,
Restoration, Fabrication etc. Tell
him you’re a Cheetah fan and
he’ll take extra good care of you.”
– Dana Kothrade
For further information and
to register go to www.stone
forensics.com or contact Dr. Fred
at 321-514-6845.

!
W
E
N

Dekton Finger Bit

Fax 800-915-5501

www.braxton-bragg.com

Order online or call 1-800-575-4401 before
5:45 p.m. Eastern for Same Day Shipping.
Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Dekton Fabrication Products

© MARK ANDERSON. www.andertoons.com

Dekton Core Bit

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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Stone Restoration and
Maintenance Corner
Continued from page 16

Of course, there may be a
need for several specific stone
care products at some locations.
Products such as the Majestic
Stone Soap (for honed and textured surfaces), Majestic Deep
Cleaner Stripper (for the periodic
cleaning of grout lines in commercial applications), and Majestic
Bath & Shower Cleaner, are just
to name a few. Which products
are recommended depends on the
application and type of facility,
whether it is marble or granite,
honed or polished, and whether
it’s residential or commercial.
As mentioned earlier, I recommend that the professional
restoration contractor should implement a maintenance schedule
to ensure the surfaces are kept in
pristine condition and to avoid
more intense restoration in the
future. Most clients should appreciate this, and securing a regular a
maintenance contract adds ongoing revenue, as well. Try to schedule the next evaluation, polishing,
or honing within 12-18 months,
and then go from there.
The bottom line is that the true
restoration professional should
always go above and beyond to
ensure that the project area is not
only restored to the original polish
or hone, but is noticeably cleaner
and in better condition than when
you arrived. Making sure that
the grout lines, access areas, surrounding cabinets, appliances,
etc. are all cleaner than when you
arrived is the best policy. Mirrors,
backsplashes, and glass shower
doors should always be cleaned as
part of the final process, as well.
There are many other little
things to consider. Wearing disposable booties, making sure
your truck does not leak oil in
the driveway, proper disposal
of waste water/slurry, clean up
all construction debris… the list

The “go to” product for
most stone applications,
Majestic Neutral Cleaner
can be used on any surface
that is safe for water.

goes on. Certainly never allow
anyone to leave cigarette butts
lying on the ground outside, and
you should consider a no-smoking policy on any jobsite. Develop
your own checklist to help ensure
that each jobsite is left in pristine
condition, every time.
As always, the best way to help
ensure success is by partnering
with a good distributor who knows
the business. They can help with
product purchase decisions, technical support, logistics, and other
pertinent project information.

Bob Murrell has worked in the
natural stone industry for over
40 years and is well known for
his expertise in natural stone,
tile and decorative concrete restoration and maintenance. He
helped develop some of the main
products and processes which
revolutionized the industry,
and is currently the Director of
Operations for M3 Technologies.

“Do not bite at the bait of
pleasure, till you know there
is no hook beneath it.”
– Thomas Jefferson, 1786 Letter
Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Stone & Tile industry products

This full marble kitchen will need a scheduled maintenance program in place to ensure the lasting
beauty of this easily-damaged surface. The owners should be encouraged to follow a regular cleaning schedule, and a program of annual or bi-annual sealing will be a must.

Grand Theft Domicile

T

hieves looking for a big festivities that Saturday mornscore targeted a so-called ing, it was gone.
tiny home in Missouri — and
Stubblefield says she’s surstole the whole house.
prised someone targeted the
building, which is 13 feet (4 meThe Joplin Globe re- ters) tall and looks like a small
ports Missouri resident Lisa house, complete with a covered
Stubblefield left the structure in porch, but has no plumbing. It’s
a roped-off area in Springfield designed to be a mobile clothing
for the Food Truck Showdown. boutique.
When she arrived for the
Stubblefield’s Facebook post

about the theft was shared more
than 5,000 times and eventually caught the attention of a
woman in Pittsburg, Kansas, a
town about 90 miles to the west.
Police found the house there the
next day.
No arrests have been made in
the ongoing investigation.

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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Mitigating the Impact of Worker’s
Comp Claims Can Save You a Bundle

A

lmost every business
owner I speak with
loathes worker’s comp
insurance. Worker’s comp insurance costs are high and can go
up significantly in the event of a
claim or multiple claims. Also,
workers comp can be a cost center
that is heavily impacted by fraud
and abuse.
As a captive manager serving
small and mid-market businesses,
we work with business owners
who often choose to self-insure
a portion of their workers comp.
Some are members in group captive insurance programs and others often choose to insure their
workers comp deductibles in their
own captive insurance company.
If they can control the number
and severity of claims and raise
their workers comp deductible,
they can lower workers comp
costs so they can put that money
to better uses.
One of the challenges with a
workers comp incident is that
time is usually not on the business

Randy Sadler
Principal, CIC Services LLC
owner’s side. If an employee has a
non-emergency workplace injury
and follows a normal progression
of informing their supervisor and
leaving work to seek medical attention, the costs rapidly escalate.
Remember, time is not on the
business owner’s side and during
this process the employee may
conclude his or her injury is worse
than it really is. And, this conclusion may be real (caused by lag
in treatment) or perceived (built
up in the mind). One of the keys
to lowering the cost for workers
comp incidents is to significantly
shorten the time window from
the event to the first conversation
with a medical professional.
At the Risk Management
Society Conference (RIMS) this
year, CIC Services encountered a
rapid response tele-medicine approach that shortens the incident
to medical response window and

The Workers 1st Call concept of tele-medicine offers 24/7/365
access to medical professionals in the event of an accident.
Employees with non-emergency injuries talk with a healthcare
professional before leaving the workplace.

lowers the cost of workers comp
claims. The approach is called
Workers 1st Call. The program
excels in three areas: Work place
injuries, ergonomic injuries and
behavioral health. One of the keys
to success is providing 24/7/365
access to medical professionals by
phone or video-conference.
Employees with non-emergency
injuries talk with a healthcare professional before leaving the workplace. Often, their injuries can be
treated without a costly trip to the

local Emergency Room or healthcare provider. Tele-medicine professionals can write prescriptions
when appropriate. Also, many
injured employees can receive
ongoing consultation via a virtual clinic. As a result, the cost
of workers comp claims and time
out of work are both significantly
reduced. In fact, the program has
been proven to lower E-MOD
scores and to decrease workers
comp claims and costs by 45 percent. This makes a big difference

for business owners that insure all
or part of their workers comp in a
captive insurance program.
To learn more about controlling
Worker’s Comp claims, visit the
Workers First Report website,
http://workersfirstreport.com/.
If you have any questions about
Captive Insurance as a means of
addressing business interruption
risk in your countertop manufacturing, please don’t hesitate to
reach out to me. Call 865-5996104 or e-mail me at randy@cic
servicesllc.com .

Stone Shield™
Enhancer & Sealer

MADE IN THE USA

Now You Can Match the Edge to
the Surface of Resined Stone.
Stone Shield Enhancer & Sealer brings out a deep, rich color
in stone. Use it to get that wet-effect look for indoor and outdoor applications. Apply it on polished, flamed, rough or
sanded surfaces. Works well to disguise small scratches on
surfaces. It seals surfaces against oil and water.

•Enhances the natural look of granite, marble and travertines
•UV stable - Does not change color when exposed to the sun
•Offers a wet look indoors and outdoors
Why pay $66.25 for Ager at GranQuartz?

Save $16.30 at Braxton-Bragg!
www.braxton-bragg.com

•Works as a stone color enhancer and a high quality sealer
Item #

Description

MSRP

OUR Price

46407

Stone Shield™ Color Enhancer & Sealer, 1 Quart

$59.95

$49.95

Fax 800-915-5501

Order online or call 1-800-575-4401 before 5:45 p.m. Eastern for Same Day Shipping.
Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Stone Shield Enhancer

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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4 Reasons Why Fabricators Say…

“Viper Wet Polishing Pads Can’t be Beat!”
Familiar Quote
At Braxton-Bragg, we
hear this question about
Viper ® 7-Step Granite
Wet Polishing Pads from
fabricators all the time:

Diamonds with multiple
cutting surfaces are the
main reason Viper® 7-Step
Granite Wet Polishing Pads
perform at a high level from
start to finish. Other pads
start out working well but
quit on you before the job is
Are Diamond Pads
done, and yet appear to still
Really Different?
®
Year after year, Viper is have life remaining.
the industry choice. Is this
just dumb luck or is there a 3. Bond of a polishing pad
is as critical as the diamonds
reason?
used. The Viper® Polishing
4 Things to Look
Pad’s bond achieves a
for in a Pad
balance of flexibility and
1. Consistency is the strength. Our unique resin
primary reason why the bond holds diamonds in
Viper ® Polishing Pad is place until their useful life
so popular, but how is is exhausted, providing
this maintained? It turns great pad life. The bond also
out that Viper ® 7-Step has good flexibility keeping
Granite Wet Polishing Pads the pad in constant contact
are manufactured under with the work surface, even
precise computer controlled when polishing inside or
conditions from start to outside radiuses.
finish. Nobody is just
sprinkling diamond powder 4. Price of Viper® 7-Step
at their own discretion. Granite Wet Polishing
Computer
c o n t r o l l e d Pads is the final piece to
processes produce absolute the puzzle. Combine our
consistency, reliability and unbeatable price with
dependability. Viper ® has consistency, quality and
superior bond, and its
it, many others do not.
no wonder fabricators
2. Quality is another say, “Viper Granite Wet
key to Viper ® being the Polishing Pads can’t be
preferred polishing pad. beat!”

www.braxton-bragg.com

NEW

LOICW
E!
PR

High-quality diamonds (3x more than the competition)
Computer controlled production for consistency, pad after pad
Can be used at 1,500-5,000 RPM
With the use of a buff pad, reach 102 reading on a gloss meter
Item # Description		

MSRP OUR Price

®

		
Viper 7-Step Granite Wet 4˝ Polishing Pads Hook & Loop-Backed
1730

Viper ® 7-Step Granite Wet, 4˝, 50 Grit, Lime Green		
$23.95

$14.95

1732

Viper 7-Step Granite Wet, 4˝, 100 Grit, Red		
$23.95
$14.95

1734

Viper ® 7-Step Granite Wet, 4˝, 200 Grit, Yellow		
$23.95
$14.95

1736

Viper ® 7-Step Granite Wet, 4˝, 400 Grit, Light Blue		
$23.95

1738

Viper ® 7-Step Granite Wet, 4˝, 800 Grit, Green		
$23.95
$14.95

1740

Viper ® 7-Step Granite Wet, 4˝, 1,500 Grit, Orange		
$23.95
$14.95

1742

Viper ® 7-Step Granite Wet, 4˝, 3,000 Grit, Pink		
$23.95
$14.95

55070

Viper ® Granite Wet Polishing Pad, 4”, Buff Light and Dark Stone		
$59.95

®

$14.95

$35.95

able in
Also avail

3 ˝and 5 ˝

Fax 800-915-5501

Order online or call 1-800-575-4401 before 5:45 p.m. Eastern for Same Day Shipping.
Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Viper 7-Step Polishing pads

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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Tennessee Building Stone,
BMJ Stone Merge

Little T Specs:
10” H x 8” L x 2” W, 3/8” Thick,
Use 1/4” Screws, 450 Lbs. Capacity

Big T Specs:
21” H x 16” L x 2” W, 3/8” Thick,
Use 1/4” Screws, 450 Lbs. Capacity

Big on

Tennessee Building Stone’s office building is also a
Crab Orchard stone showcase.

Support

…Little on Price
Big T & Little T Brackets

These brackets are powder-coated and can be used
for exterior or interior installations of tops. Unlike
heavy steel brackets and supports, these T Brackets
are made from extruded structural aluminum, so
they’re very light, without sacrificing their ability
to support stone and other countertop materials.
The Big T and the Little T Brackets have been
designed for use in outdoor kitchens on the patio, as
well as for interior support of granite or marble stone
bar countertops. They are easy to mount to most
cabinets and surfaces with just a few screws and will
last a lifetime without corroding.

MSRP

OUR Price

14188

Stone Pro Little T Bracket, Structural Aluminum,
Powder-Coated, Small

$69.95

$39.95

14189

Stone Pro Big T Bracket, Structural Aluminum,
Powder-Coated, Large

$79.95

$49.95

Fax 800-915-5501

www.braxton-bragg.com

Order online or call 1-800-575-4401 before
5:45 p.m. Eastern for Same Day Shipping.
Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Big T & Little T Brackets

Notable past projects
using the durable quartzites include Harvard
University, Cambridge,
Massachusetts; Oklahoma
University,
Tulsa;
Rockefeller Center, New
York; the Vice President’s
mansion, Washington DC;
the Governor’s Mansion,
Nashville, Tennessee;
McGee Tyson Airport,
Knoxville, Tennessee;
Disney World, Orlando,
Florida; University of the
South, Sewanee, Tennessee;
Cheddar’s Restaurants,
various locations; Pizza
Hut corporate headquarters, Indiana, and last but
not least, country singer
Tim McGraw’s Nashville,
Tennessee home.
According to Mike, expected tonnage quarried
within the next five years
will be somewhere in the
neighborhood of 100,000
tons per year. “That’s a
slow growth trajectory and
maybe a little conservative.

We’d really like to be there
in three years.” Mike added
that there is a projected 80
years worth of reserves.
If you’re thinking a
merger of this magnitude

in a timely manner.” Mike
Rector added, “Yes, it’s got
a lot to do with production
and lead times, but it also
has to do with a lack of
manpower that’s available.
Automation can help with
that. A conveyor belt never
has a hangover; an automatic splitter never has a
divorce and quits their job,
and so on, and so on. There
are a lot of things that automation will bring that
will help us create consistent output and that’s what
we’re banking on.”

Preserving a
Great Future
“We have a great interest
in the stone, and we have
been blessed greatly,” explained Tennessee Building
Stone president David Rose.
“I think it’s kind of exciting. We’ve never seen this

Gray Crab Orchard: a custom order. Expected annual tonnage quarried within the next five years is about 100,000 T.

would warrant the need for
more equipment, you’re
correct, explained John
Rector. “We plan on adding quite a bit more new
equipment, for growth. We
are adding automation to
keep up with the demand

Crab Orchard boulders are prized by area landscapers.

Sold individually,
not as a set
Item # Description

Continued from page 11

S lippery R ock G azette

kind of work go together
and built on with the combination of everything that’s
here. I think (the growth of
this brand) is really going to
be something to watch over
the next several years.”
Anne: “I think it’s endless, the opportunities here
with all of us, our experience, our knowledge, and
we have David to help us
out when we get into a hard
position. We really want to
put more of the spotlight
on the Rose family and the
contributions made by them
to the industry as a whole,
as well as our excitement to
revive, expand and continue
to bring integrity and quality to this legendary name.
Please turn to page 37

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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New & Improved? YES!
The New Super Premium Talon
Turbo Blades Are Here!
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Polishing is the most time intensive
part of your fabrication process, right?

IM

So wouldn’t it be incredible if you
could start that process with a
smoother cut, before you ever break
out the polishing pads?
Well, the new Talon Super Premium
Turbo Blade cuts faster, with a much
smoother edge compared to other
Turbo blades.
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Let’s sum it up:
•Unique 10mm Segment
•These new blades cut faster
•Much less chipping
•Dry or wet use
•Blades last much longer than other turbo blades
out there

There are two reasons why we’re willing to
go on record and say this is the best turbo
blade on the market today:
1. No other Turbo blade has a 10mm segment like
this Super Premium Turbo Blade, and that means
more diamonds cutting for a faster, smoother cut.
2. We’ve tested the rest and found them all wishing
they were the Talon Super Premium Turbo Blade.

www.braxton-bragg.com

Add a couple (or more) to your cart now. You’re going to
love the way they cut. We guarantee it.
Item # Description

OUR Price

10030

Talon Turbo Diamond Dry Granite Blade, 5”, 5/8” with Quad Holes, 12,000 RPM Max.

$34.95

10010

Talon Turbo Diamond Dry Granite Blade, 6”, 5/8” with Quad Holes, 10,185 RPM Max.

$39.95

10040

Talon Turbo Diamond Dry Granite Blade, 7”, 5/8” with Quad Holes, 8,500 RPM Max.

$48.97

Now Available in 7 Inch Size!

Fax 800-915-5501

Order online or call 1-800-575-4401 before 5:45 p.m. Eastern for Same Day Shipping.
Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Talon Turbo Super Premium blades

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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Skeeles Manufacturing

“If a man does his
best, what else
is there?”
– General George S. Patton

Continued from page 8

“Diversification helps. One day,
there were seven or eight guys working to expedite one order.”
Excellent customer service also
paid off during the downturn.
“When things get tough, there’s
people sitting around saying, ‘We’ve
been waiting for an opportunity to
get rid of these people,’” said Fred.
“They drown first. We want to survive in the good, bad and in-between
times.”
Skeeles Manufacturing employs
between 20 and 25 people, with six
to eight each in laminate and stone,
four or five in acrylics, plus office
staff. But, the production staff is
cross trained, another savvy business
practice that keeps Skeeles operating
full speed, no matter what orders
come in.
“If one area is slow, we can work
another area,” said Fred. “Everybody
pitches in and does whatever.”
“It’s also good for them to respect
what the other guys are doing and
how important it is for them to do
their job accurately,” said Rebecca.
“I think it helps promote teamwork,
too.”

Venetian Gold granite kitchen
with full-height glass tile
backsplash.

Equipment in the stone shop includes a GMM Brio CNC saw,
Park Titan and Park Destiny routers, and a new laser E-template
system.
“In the stone business, you have
to constantly update and improve,”
said Rebecca. “You have to automate to compete.”
Fred said they’ve been buying
supplies from Braxton-Bragg for
about 17 years now.
“Braxton-Bragg is a good supplier, good quality, and they do
what they say they can do. You
have to have someone like that to
give good service to your customers,” said Fred. “You can call and
get input, suggestions and help.”
Big projects include significant
work for Preferred Living, the
largest owner of multi-family residential construction in Columbus,
delivering and installing laminate,
granite, quartz and more. This year
Skeeles will supply granite and
quartz for 30-40 high-end homes,
for 3 Pillar Homes.

Another satisfied couple in their Skeeles custom kitchen.

Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Stone & Tile industry products

White Calacatta Classique quartz kitchen includes special corner
details to echo and accent cabinetry lines, a custom farmhouse
sink and a diagonally-laid basketwork backsplash.

A great family team: Jonathan, Rebecca and Fred Skeeles.

Ohio State and the Buckeyes
athletics teams are also excellent
customers for Skeeles. They recently updated countertops at the
Buckeyes’ Woody Hayes Center
with about 400 square feet of sparkling red 3 CM quartz.
Skeeles even helped with
a remodel of comedian Dave
Chappelle’s house, putting in transparent honey onyx in the bar area
so the bar lights up from within,
and black quartz.
But with projects big or small,
high-profile or routine, the Skeeles
Manufacturing credo remains the
same: quality work and excellent
customer service, and going that
extra step.
Rebecca told a story about her
brother Jonathan visiting a building
site for a high-end custom home by
P&D Builders, Ltd. to take measurements after the crew had gone
home. He saw that the sump pump
under one of the houses had broken and the house was in danger
of flooding. He couldn’t get anyone on the phone, so he stayed and
fixed the sump.
“That’s quality and service,”
Rebecca said. “We’re here every
day, working hard.”
“We don’t want to be the biggest,
but we want to be the best,” said
Fred.
You can find Skeeles
Manufacturing on Houzz and
Facebook. Visit their website
www.skeelesinc.com.

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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The International Surface Event Announces
New Day Format for 2018 StonExpo

T

he International Surface
Event dates have shifted
to a new day format in
2018: Tuesday through Thursday,
January 30-February 1, with the
education program taking place
Monday through Thursday,
January 29-February 1. Plan to
join your industry peers at TISE
2018 to kick start your year! Visit
to sign up to get contacted hen
registration opens at www.tise
west.com/notifyme.
TISE 2017 was a banner event
for the industry – boasting an
incredible 34,000 square foot increase in exhibits and over 800
presenting brands - drawing an
attendance growth from the industry of 7 percent over the already very successful 2016 event.
Attendees experienced technical
installation demonstrations in the
Installation Showcase, viewed
product demonstrations and award
winning technology from Best of
Product & Event Winners, discovered trends in the Speed Trending
Breakfast and the Trends Hub,
heard first-hand techniques and
knowledge from over 100 industry experts and influencers in the
IGNITE Education program and
across the event floor, and were
even honored with a presentation
from the acclaimed architect, Art
Gensler Jr., founder of Gensler.
One industry retailer at TISE
2017 led the example of why
The International Surface
Event: SURFACES I StonExpo/
Marmomac I TileExpo exists as
the leading industry resource for
products, resources, networking,
training and education. Anthony
Maye, General Manager, Sparx
Flooring and Lubbock Carpet
World, from Lubbock Texas,
closed his three retail locations
completely for several days to
bring his entire staff of 23 to The
International Surface Event 2017.
Investing in the full IGNITE
Education program at TISE for
each of his staff members and
scheduling their sessions daily
around show floor experiences
and meetings, Maye used the
event to team build, train his staff,
and position his business for the
year.
Please turn to page 38

“I joked about every prominent
man in my lifetime, but I never
met one I didn’t like.”
– Will Rogers

NO Orange Peel on Quartz!

The new Viper® 6-Step In-Line System is revolutionary in
its design and function. In our initial testing on an In-Line
Machine, we had expected great results, but what we had
achieved was simply amazing! This new system is unique
in that it will work on both Vertical and Horizontal In-Line
Machines. There is no need to buy separate specific tooling
for a particular machine. Now you can use this one system
on both platforms.

Achieve better shine with Viper
than with any other wheels!

Item # Description
		
58000

MSRP OUR Price

Viper® 6-Step In-Line Polishing System 5˝
6-Step In-Line Polishing System, Step 1

$115.95

$76.67

6-Step In-Line Polishing System, Step 2

$115.95

$76.67

58002

6-Step In-Line Polishing System, Step 3

$115.95

$69.95

58003

6-Step In-Line Polishing System, Step 4

$115.95

$76.67

58004

6-Step In-Line Polishing System, Step 5

$115.95

$76.67

58005

6-Step In-Line Polishing System, Step 6

$123.95

$85.36

58001

		

Traditionally you don’t want to run the in-line machine at a
fast speed. Doing so may damage the existing tooling in use
by most fabricators. With this new Viper® In-Line Polishing
System you can run it fast for the ultimate quality of shine.
The results will surprise you, to say the least!

Works with any automated
straight edge shaping, wetpolishing, multi-head machine.

Viper® 6-Step In-Line Polishing System 6˝

58006

6-Step In-Line Polishing System, Step 1

$132.95

$85.36

58007

6-Step In-Line Polishing System, Step 2

$132.95

$85.36

58008

6-Step In-Line Polishing System, Step 3

$132.95

$85.36

58009

6-Step In-Line Polishing System, Step 4

$132.95

$85.36

58010

6-Step In-Line Polishing System, Step 5

$132.95

$85.36

58011

6-Step In-Line Polishing System, Step 6

$140.95

$85.36

Give Lee Woodson a call
toll free at 800-575-4401
to place your order.

The NEW Viper® 6-Step In-Line Polishing
System works on both Vertical and Horizontal In-Line Machines.

•Revolutionary design and function
•Achieve exceptional shine
•Use on both platforms
•Can run at fast speeds

www.braxton-bragg.com

Fax 800-915-5501

Order online or call 1-800-575-4401 before 5:45 p.m. Eastern for Same Day Shipping.

Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for the Viper In-Line Polishing System

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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Rutland, Vermont Officials Offer Green Bounty

T

own officials in Vermont
are willing to spend the extravagant sum of $100 to find out
who is breaking branches off of
specially-planted trees in West
Rutland.

The select board voted one
Monday to authorize a $100 reward. Town Manager Mary Ann

Goulette tells the Rutland Herald
they don’t have any concrete
leads yet on who’s responsible
for the tree damage, but have received tips on Facebook.
Last year, the town planted
a group of 200 trees on a local
street. Someone started breaking
branches – and in some cases tree
trunks – in mid-June.

Goulette says the repeated vandalism has drawn a significant
amount of anger in the community, triggering the board’s decision to offer the reward. People
with information on the perpetrators are asked to call the Rutland
County Sheriff’s Department.

Sometimes the Early Bird
Doesn’t Get the Worm

P

olice in Iowa are looking
for a would-be bank robber who showed up to two West
Des Moines branches before they
opened one Wednesday.
A security recording shows a
man wearing a bandanna over

“This four-step system is the best solution I have come
across for polishing engineered stones. There is no
color transfer from the pads. The process is quick and
they work equally as well on our natural stones.”
–Phil Kuczma, Shop Manager, Italian Marble and Granite
Inc., Clarence Center, N.Y.

Quartz

Use for Silestone, Caesarstone,
and Cambria

Highest Polish, No Bleeding, No Burning
50% Labor Savings

No Orange Peel!
O

ur Talon™ 4-Step Polishing Pads have been designed specifically for
wet use on quartz.

These pads, with only a 4-step process, perform better and offer a better
finish than a traditional 8-step pad set.
And because of the next generation resins used in Talon™ 4-Step Pads,
they are non-marking and will not bleed like other pads.

	 Item # Description

Polish Faster and Get a Greater Shine Sooner!

In other words, the proprietary design of these quartz polishing pads
allows the fabricator to achieve the best quality finish and shine, while
saving you time.

Call Today for a 30-Day, No-Risk Trial…

Call 1-800-575-4401 today and give the new Talon™ 4-Step Quartz Wet
Polishing Pads a try.
If you don’t agree they save you time and money, then just let us
know within 30 days and we’ll buy them back from you.

MSRP OUR Price

18278

Talon™ 4-Step Quartz Wet Polishing Pad, 4˝, Step 1, Red

$38.95

$25.95

18279

Talon™ 4-Step Quartz Wet Polishing Pad, 4˝, Step 2, Blue

$38.95

$25.95

18280

Talon™ 4-Step Quartz Wet Polishing Pad, 4˝, Step 3, Orange

$38.95

$25.95

18281

Talon™ 4-Step Quartz Wet Polishing Pad, 4˝, Step 4, Pink

$38.95

$25.95

www.braxton-bragg.com
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Fax 800-915-5501

Order online or call 1-800-575-4401 before 5:45 p.m. Eastern for Same Day Shipping.
Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for the Talon 4-Step pads

his face trying to enter a Marine
Credit Union branch at around
8:15 a.m. — nearly three hours
before it opened.
Police Sgt. Tony Giampolo told
The Des Moines Register that employees in the parking lot watched
the guy yank on the doors before
fleeing upon realizing they were
locked.
Giampolo says a similarly
dressed man tried to enter a
nearby First National Bank branch
at around 8:45 a.m., but it wasn’t
scheduled to open until 9. He says
the man fled the scene on foot
when he spotted an officer inside
who was actually alerting the staff
about the earlier robbery attempt.
No arrests have been made, but
police are still investigating.

He’s So OneDimensional

A

Massachusetts man has
gotten drivers to slow
down for years with the help of
a life-sized cutout of a police
cruiser posted in his driveway.
Kelly Tufts tells WFXT-TV
he got the life-sized Crown
Victoria sign from a friend
who owned a salvage yard.
The sign is made of plywood
and aluminum siding.
He puts it outside his
Lakeville home on weekends
and during holidays to slow
down drivers in the area. The
sign is reflective at night.
Tufts says town police are
OK with the sign, but some
passing drivers have signaled
their opinion using offensive
hand gestures.
He says they’d appreciate
the sign “if it was their neighborhood” where speeding cars
were being slowed down.
Perhaps the complainers are
jealous, and want their own
captive speeding deterrent.

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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Consolidation in the Stone Industry
Some Stone Industry Snap Shots

T

he stone industry is
continuing to show
signs of increasingly rapid consolidation.
This month we look at
some snapshots of just a
few observations.

Mark McMunn

Outdated technology?
Bandsaw blades for stone
cutting are still being produced in China.
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Snapshot #1:
Many People are
Disappearing
The number of conversations and postings at
the SFA website are very
low and slow compared to
10 years ago, when there
would be several very lively
discussions going on at the
same time. Today, several
days and even weeks can go
by before someone can even
get a reply to a question, and
sometimes, not at all. Over
at Stone Group Unlimited’s
website, things are simply
dead, where now more than
a week and sometimes two
can go by without anyone
making a post or starting a
new discussion.
What does this mean? It
could mean that everyone
is so busy that no one really
has time for online chitchat, but at the height of the
housing boom pre-2008, it
was common to have over
20 people on line at one
time at the SFA forum, and
those were very busy times,
as we all remember. Times
are just as busy now, but
there is a dearth of discussion at these once-popular forums. The only other
explanation could be that
many of the people that had
been posting have left the
industry – and there could
be a million reasons why.

“It does not take
much to make us
realize what fools
we are, but the
little it takes is
long in coming.”
– Flannery O’Connor

!
t
u
Sho
SR2 Retro Fit
Rechargeable Cup

One explanation could
be that the industry is
consolidating. However,
consolidation does not necessarily mean that independent shops are being bought
up and consolidated under
one company, although
this is said to be happening. Consolidation can also
describe the means used to
produce the end product.
Thirty years ago, a
shop was considered cutting-edge if you had a manual bridge saw and a flat
edge polisher. In those days
when everything was marble, you were at the very
bleeding edge of production
if you had a diamond bandsaw. Does anyone recall
the diamond bandsaw and
its promises of solving the
problem of curved work?
Bandsaws were great for
marble, and when the market flipped over to granite,
the bandsaw was still viable for 2cm granite. But
for 3cm granite it just could
not handle the extra work,
and was put away. Still,
as the kitchen countertop
revolution was building up
steam and every shop was
desperate to try and find a
combination of machines
that would consolidate
the production process for
countertops, the machinery
was just not there. All of the
major machine makers were
stumbling through different
versions of nascent CNC
equipment for the industry
until now, where it appears

the combination of saw and
waterjet along with a router
is the final combination of
equipment that achieves a
level of production to consistently make a profit.
Flak will be fired if it
were not mentioned that a
combination of a CNC saw
and router is also a combination of equipment that is
achieving sufficient levels
of production to make a
profit. With more and more
larger shops acquiring these
pieces of equipment, and
thus consolidating their
production with a stable of
reliable, productive pieces
of equipment, the manual
shops are going to find it
increasingly more difficult
to compete with only general-purpose equipment.
Many small shops just do
not have the volume to accumulate enough capital to
make the CNC jump and
are possibly dropping out
as a result.
Still, this does not mean
that a small shop cannot
survive. The question remains, though: do you have
enough energy to manually
produce several kitchen
countertop jobs a week for
the rest of your working
career? For too many, 3cm
has ruined their backs and
knees before they turn 40.
Perhaps these are the shops
that are quietly disappearing from the SFA forum.

Please turn to page 40

Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Stone Pro SR2 Support Rail System
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Announcing the Stone Pro

SR2 Vacuum Support Rail System
Have you ever done the fabricator’s “twist and shout?”
Imagine you’re carrying a sink section of countertop and
suddenly you twist the slab a little too much, hear a crack
and shout in frustration. That’s what the twist and shout is
all about.
Fortunately, it doesn’t have to be this way thanks to this
brand new system.
It is simply awesome! It adds rigidity to sink cutouts so you
can avoid the dreaded “twist and shout.”
No one in the stone industry has anything like this that can
vacuum to stone that has a textured surface. It also works
great on polished stone surfaces as well.

MADE IN THE USA

Item # Description
2743
		
		
		

OUR Price

Stone Pro SR2 Combo Pack Vacuum Support
$597.95
Rails With Rechargeable Cups, Includes:
(1) 3-1/2 Ft Rail, (1) 7 Ft Rail, (1) Charger
(4) Suction Cups, including one rechargeable master cup

Fax 800-915-5501

www.braxton-bragg.com

Order online or call 1-800-575-4401 before
5:45 p.m. Eastern for Same Day Shipping.
Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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The Slippery Rock Classifieds
Classified Ad Guidelines
Ads not meeting guidelines will not
be published.
•$30.00 per print ad, per month. Ads
June be renewed by contacting the
Slippery Rock Gazette. Free online ads!
•Maximum of 70 words or less per ad
•Payment must be made at the time ad is
submitted. Credit or Debit Card only. A
Credit Authorization Form is available
by fax, or download a PDF from the

Slippery Rock website.
•All faxed ads must be typed–No handwritten ads–No exceptions.
•Please review all your ad info before
submitting– NO refunds will be given
for ads that are submitted with the
wrong contact info or content and then
published.
•Best way to submit an ad is by going
online at www.slipperyrockgazette.net
for a free ad, or use the online form for
a print ad, then fax payment to 865-6888254, (Attn: Karen Richards).

2017 Classified Ad Deadlines
Issue
October 2017
November 2017
December 2017

Business Opportunities
How Many More Sales Do You
Want This Month? Let’s partner
up and grow your business. We have
been helping granite fabricators since
2009 go from commercial to build a
direct to consumer marketing channel.
With over 20 million in countertop
sales at this time, we will help you
Sell More Granite. Call 877-8771916 or visit www.FireUps.com for
more details.

Ad Submission Deadline
Wednesday, August 23, 2017
Wednesday, September 27, 2017
Wednesday, October 25, 2017
a unique discount code that is linked
to your Braxton-Bragg account, so
that we can track your customers, for
you to receive a rebate from us when
someone purchases Supreme Surface
Products. For more information about
this program, please contact one of our
salesmen at 800-575-4401.
_____________
What makes Supreme Surface
Cleaners so special? ioSeal. The
stone conditioner in Supreme Surface
cleaners is a proprietary ingredient
called ioSeal. This amazing technol-

Readers Please Note:
The information contained in our
Classifieds section is provided by
third parties and not an endorsement
of particular products, companies or
employers. The SRG encourages all
interviewing employers to carefully
conduct prescreening of all prospective employees, and purchasers of used
equipment are encouraged to use caution and common sense.
®

ogy ionically bonds with the surface
of your natural stone, sealing it and
protecting it from hard water spots,
mineral buildup, and stains. Supreme
surface cleaners are the brainchild of
stone industry veteran Tom Munro
who embarked on a quest to find
the BEST granite cleaner. What he
found, however, was no one product that offered a no-rinse, streak-free
(even on black granite), eco-friendly formula that would clean, polish,

and protect granite and other natural
stones against stains, and was made
in America.
Since the perfect stone cleaning product didn’t exist, Tom invented it.
Together with a chemist that he met
though his stone design business, Tom
developed a unique 3-in-1 formula that will clean, polish, and protect your granite countertops. It is
non-toxic, biodegradable and safe to
use around food preparation areas,
children and pets. Supreme Surface
Granite Cleaner & Conditioner leaves
a streak-free shine, every time — even

Buy factory direct. We ship all over the U.S.
Buy from the #1 U.S. source for White Thassos since 1988! We
produce the whitest Thassos available in slabs, 2cm, 3cm and
tiles 12 x 12, 18 x 18 and 24 x 24, with over 150,000 sq. feet in
our Houston warehouse.

Call for more information
T. 713-521-1414
1-877-815-1414 (toll-free)
F. 713-521-2206

2502 Dunlavy • Houston, Texas 77006
www.eurostonemarble.com

Stone Care
Braxton-Bragg’s Supreme Surface
Stone Care Program. Braxton-Bragg
firmly believes in offering not only
the best products for stone fabricators
and installers, but also in providing
our customers with a way to retain
and maintain great working relationships with their customer base. This
is why we have launched Supreme
Surface Stone Care Program for stone
fabricators that purchase their supplies
directly from us. It is easy to sign up
and we do all of the work for you!
All you have to do is let us know that
you’re interested in becoming a participant in this program and we will
print for you custom postcards and
brochures to hand out to your clients
and prospective customers interested
in your countertop services.
The postcards and brochures will be
printed with your company name and
address. The space | Your Business
Name & Address | will be replaced
with your pertinent information to let
your customers know how to contact
you directly. You will also receive

DEMO & CLOSEOUT
T ools and E quipment

PAINT MARKERS

DEAL$ & STEAL$!

TOUGH TOOLS

FOR USE
IN ALL
FABRICATION

Writes on
Most Surfaces

. Metal . Plastic
. Rubber . Glass
. Wood . Stone
. Wet . Oily Surfaces
and much more!

METAL, GRANITE & MARBLE

1-800-851-8464

Call For
FREE
Samples

List It Free

www.slipperyrockgazette.net

Thassos White Marble

Services
Buy Buy Brazil! Do you need someone dependable and trustworthy for all
your imports in Brazil? Count on me
from ordering to landing the inspected
bundles at your door. Email Albert at
al@malfacini.com or call 918-2490786.
_____________

on black granite! But Tom wasn’t
satisfied. To learn what others thought
of his new granite cleaner he gave it
away—free. “We sent our free samples across the USA to everyone that
wanted it… Yes, everyone! All this,
just for their feedback on how we
could improve our product!” Log on
to www.consumerstonecare.com.
_____________

METAL TIP

Once They’re Gone — They’re Gone!
• #1054299 Groves Demo Cart, 82˝x44˝x58˝, 4,000 lb. capacity, $1,000 • #1551199
Demo Groves Economic Transport Cart, no casters, 3,600 lb. cap., 84˝x35˝x67˝, 6 straps,
$675 • #1055199 Groves Demo Cart, 84˝x40˝x48˝, Ratchet Straps, $650 • #274299 Demo
Stone Pro SR2 7ft. Rails with Suction Pads, $399 ea. • #1013699 Demo Blue Ripper Miter
Master, $999 • #378499 Demo Stone Pro Hydraulic Beaver, $2,880 • #1169899 Slightly
used Rock Jockey, refurbished, $3,500 Pads, $399 ea. • #1013699 Demo Blue Ripper
Miter Master, $999 • #378499 Demo Stone Pro Hydraulic Beaver, $2,880
• #1169899 Slightly used Rock Jockey, refurbished, $3,500

Call 800-575-4401 or visit the CLOSE OUTS page
at www.braxton-bragg.com

Stone Inspection & Troubleshooting

S

ApexEquipIntl@Aol.com
(518) 499-0602
• BTS 3X1 INBOUND AND OUTBOUND CONVEYORS

tone Forensics is again offering its
popular Stone and Tile Troubleshooting workshop. The class will be held January 29-February 1, 2018, in Las Vegas,
Nevada, presented by Dr. Fredrick M.
Hueston.
Take Dr Fred’s Stone and Tile Troubleshooting Training and learn how to take
your skills to the next level.
“The amount of failures, poor installations and other issues with stone
and tile flooring are on the rise. This
seminar is perfect for restoration
and installation contractors as well
as architects, building engineers and
maintenance staff who have to deal
with stone and tile installation and
restoration,” says Dr. Fred.
Class size is limited– register today.

www.ApexEquipmentInternational.com

Call 321-514-6845

MENHIR 320
1300 X 600

• 352 TON SPLITTING FORCE
• MP 3RB MANIPULATOR
• 51.18” BLADE LENGTH
• 23.62” SPLITTING HEIGHT
• 19.38” PER SECOND DESCENT
• 18.06” PER SECOND RETRACT
• HYDRAULIC FLUID HEATING ELEMENTS

• 22 KW VARIABLE DISPLACEMENT PUMP

Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Stone & Tile industry products

For more information,
visit www.stoneforensics.com/training
Get a full 4 days of training, covering…

•The geology of stone •Understanding the structure
of different kinds of stone •Slab &tile production
•Quarry techniques that affect the final product
•Stone and tile forensic investigation
•Problem diagnosis •Installation requirements
•Stone and tile restoration

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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Discovering the MIA+BSI at the MIS+BSI Releases Quartzite Technical Bulletin
Massachusetts Stone Summit
new technical bulletin about be used to determine whether or the extent that inaccurate identiDaniel Wood, 2017 President
of the Building Stone
Institute tours a marble
quarry in Carrara, Italy.

Continued from page 14

I reached out to Daniel Wood,
current president of the BSI, and
Jon Lancto, current president of the
MIA. Both generously responded,
offering to speak with me for interviews and connect with SRG
readers.
Continuing in this article I focused on Daniel Wood and the
BSI. In the following article I will
expand on information from our
conversation Jon Lancto and the
MIA.
I started with research on the
MIA+BSI shared website, and
found extensive offerings and resources available to their members – and pleasantly surprising
– for non-members as well. They
offer several extensive educational
programs and continuing education platforms, safety regulations,
OSHA information and training
videos, technical standards manuals, awards programs, Women
in Stone programs, scholarships,
accreditation, marketing and networking events. I found an interesting section on their site that
also explains the history, “On
January 1, 2016, the MIA and BSI
began a two-year joint venture to
consolidate operations and focus
on five key industry initiatives.
Together, MIA and BSI (known
as MIA+BSI, the Natural Stone
Institute) serve more than 1,900

members in 55 countries, who
represent every aspect of the natural stone industry, offering them a
wide array of technical and training resources, professional development, regulatory advocacy,
and networking events. Two
prominent
publications –
the Dimension Stone Design
Manual and Building Stone
Magazine – raise awareness in
both the industry and the design
community for the promotion and
best use of natural stone. The BSI
incorporated in 1919. MIA traces
its roots back to the National
Association of Marble Dealers,
founded in 1907, which joined
with the National Association of
Marble Producers in 1944 to form
the Marble Institute of America.
The National Association of
Marble Builders merged with the
MIA in 1962.”
Beginning my interview with
Daniel I asked, “You mentioned
the BSI has grown steadily. How
has partnering with the MIA expanded that platform and found
its alignment with the MIA very
useful and beneficial for its membership/members? How did this
come about?” He responded,
“We have been discussing a consolidation for many years and the
leadership and membership just
aligned at this point in time to
agree to move forward with it.”
“I think that both organizations
and memberships have benefited
from this,” Daniel said.
Please turn to page 38

NED SHAW MACHINERY
SASSO MACHINE PARTS/SERVICE

15 Shady Lane
Deer Park, IL
Formerly USG
60010
Machinery

847-980-7629
ned@nedshawmachinery.com

Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for KDrill NCC Core Bits

A

quartzite has been added
to MIA+BSI’s Natural Stone
Resource Library.
The bulletin, written by geologist and educator Karin Kirk,
covers properties of quartzite,
understanding the difference between quartzite and other stones,
and basic diagnostic tests that can

not a stone is a genuine quartzite.
MIA+BSI Technical Director
Chuck Muehlbauer stated: “The
seemingly endless variety of
available stone products is what
makes our industry so interesting,
yet unfortunately, equally confusing. The formation, composition, and properties of quartzite
are frequently misunderstood, to

This KDrill core
bit drilled 2,972
holes. How
many could
you get?

fication and marketing of these
products are common. This bulletin efficiently addresses that
confusion, and provides beneficial clarification to both the stone
professional and consumer.”
To access this technical bulletin
and other free technical resources,
please visit www.naturalstone
institute.org/resourcelibrary.

Call Daryl Sims at 877-493-0394 and tell
him that you are ready to be wowed!

Actual KDrill
Core Bit used by
Stone Spectrum

Advances in stone working machinery and CNC Tooling have improved drastically in recent
years. KDrill Thin Wall Core Bits offer superior speed and life. Our customers have reported from
600 to 2,972 holes from one core bit.
Braxton-Bragg offers KDrill CNC Core Bits that will save you time and money. Simply put, these
core bits last longer! They also offer faster cutting speeds on granite and quartz.

•Works equally well on granite & quartz
•Faster cutting speed
•Exceptionally long life
•½ gas thread
•Available in 1/4” to 3”
Item # Description

KDrill Blind Hole Core Bits

LOW Intro Price

19407

KDrill CNC Blind Hole Core Bit, 1/4”

$43.95

19408

KDrill CNC Blind Hole Core Bit, 5/16”

$47.95

19409

KDrill CNC Blind Hole Core Bit, 3/4”

$51.95

19410

KDrill CNC Blind Hole Core Bit, 1/2”

$59.95

19400

KDrill CNC Core Bit, 1”

$61.39

19401

KDrill CNC Core Bit, 1-1/4”

$64.95

19402

KDrill CNC Core Bit, 1-3/8”

$74.95

19403

KDrill CNC Core Bit, 1-1/2”

$79.95

19404

KDrill CNC Core Bit, 2”

$94.95

19405

KDrill CNC Core Bit, 2-1/2”

$129.61

19406

KDrill CNC Core Bit, 3”

$164.74

Fax 800-915-5501

www.braxton-bragg.com

Order online or call 1-800-575-4401 before
5:45 p.m. Eastern for Same Day Shipping.
Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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US Customs Agents Get Slithery Surprise

U.S.

Customs
and
Border Protection
agents received a slithery
surprise when they checked
a mail container at Kennedy
International Airport.

cobras and three geckos during
an inspection at the airport mail
facility on June 29. Agents first
discovered the dangerous contents of the package in an X-ray
scan.
The reptiles were sent in a
The agency said that of- container from Hong Kong.
ficials seized five live king
The agency’s New York Field

“Worrying
is like paying
a debt you
don’t owe.”

Operations Office said the seizure shows the wide-ranging
responsibility of the agency.
The reptiles have been sent
to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service.
King cobras are the world’s
largest venomous snakes,
growing up to nearly 19 feet.

“The best offense is a good defense. That’s why
I’m moving Tom from linebacker to quarterback.”

Are You Paying More than

You’re in the
Money?

40¢ per Sink Cutout?
*Average sink is 4 linear feet

A

Texas repairman who became trapped inside an ATM
slipped notes to customers via the
receipt slot, pleading for them to
help him escape, police said.

Scorpion CNC Finger Bits
™

Soft Bond for Hard Stone

™

Looking For The Right Finger Bit
to Tackle The Right Stone?
Consider the Scorpion CNC Finger Bits...
With the Scorpion CNC Granite Finger Bit, this customer is
averaging 1100 feet per bit, which works out to about 40¢ per
sink. With his previous bit, he was only averaging 500 linear feet.

“After running it extensively we took it off
and it still had life after cutting 1,068 feet. We
realized it had given us over double the linear
feet of work from any fingerbit.”

The Scorpion™ Soft Bond Finger Bit is ideal for hard
stones like granite. Hard stone requires the finger bit
bond to be softer, so that the diamonds are exposed
sooner to cut the stone. Softer stones are milled best
with a finger bit that has a harder bond matrix, so that
the diamonds are not exposed as fast.
Item # Description

MSRP

OUR Price

16017

Scorpion™ CNC Granite Finger Bit, 20mm x 40mm,
1/2 Gas Thread, Orange, Twin Seg., 5,500-5,800 RPM

$174.95

$119.95

16018

Scorpion™ CNC Granite Finger Bit, 20mm x 40mm,
1/2 Gas Thread, Orange, 5 seg., 5,500-5,800 RPM

$174.95

$132.55

Josh, Stone Spectrum LLC

www.braxton-bragg.com

Fax 800-915-5501

Order online or call 1-800-575-4401 before 5:45 p.m. Eastern for Same Day Shipping.
Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Scorpion CNC Finger Bits

– Mark Twain

The man became stuck one
Wednesday when he was changing a lock to a Bank of America
room that leads to the back of the
ATM, Corpus Christi police Lt.
Chris Hooper said. He couldn’t let
himself out of the room because
he didn’t have a keycard on him
and was unable to notify bank employees for help.
“Apparently he left his cellphone and the swipe card he
needed to get out of the room outside in his truck,” Hooper said.
When he realized customers
were retrieving cash from the
machine, he passed notes to them
through the ATM receipt slot. One
read, “Please help. I’m stuck in
here and I don’t have my phone.
Please call my boss ...”
Some customers appeared to
dismiss the notes as a gag, Hooper
said. But finally, one concerned
citizen called police, who detected
a faint voice coming from inside
the ATM. An officer kicked in
the door to the room and freed the
man, whose name has not been
released.
“Everyone is OK, but you
will never see this in your life,
that somebody was stuck in the
ATM. It was just crazy,” Richard
Olden, a police senior officer, told
KRIS-TV in Corpus Christi.

“Price is what you pay.
Value is what you get.”
–Warren Buffet

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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Braxton-Bragg Slashes CNC Prices—AGAIN!
All in stock with IMMEDIATE Delivery!
re
Compa
at...
CNC Tool

Complete
Shape		
Set

Was...
Now...
Complete
Set

Complete
Set

Radius
A-30 R15 		
$4,105.00 $1,849.95
Radius
A-30 R5			

$3,750.00 $2,017.95

Demi
B-30 R30			
Bullnose

$4,509.00 $2,311.95

Bevel
E-30			
$3,864.00 $2,099.95
Ogee
FG-30			
Bullnose

$5,490.00 $3,348.95

Ogee
FZ-30			
Straight

$4,452.00 $2,555.95

Double
T-20 R3			
Eased

$2,784.00 $1,617.95

Double
T-30 R3			
Eased

$3,024.00 $2,008.95

Double
T-30 R6			
Eased

$3,776.00 $2,008.95

Full
V-30 R15			
Bullnose

$4,567.00 $2,515.95

Z-30			
$3,795.00 $2,071.95
Straight

$1,064.84

$968.01

$1,626.00

$1,109.54

$1,810.00
$1,315.65

$1,530.00

$1,854.17

$1,864.00
$1,882.00

$1,098.32

• Pos. 1: Segmented • Pos. 2-4: Sintered • Pos. 5: Metal pre-polish • Pos. 6-7: Long life ceramic polish

Braxton-Bragg offers superb quality
CNC Tooling in the most popular profiles!
Viper ® CNC Tooling is the only CNC tooling system featuring a 6mm layer of
diamonds on each profile wheel, including the polishing steps, ensuring the
longest tool life in the industry.
The Viper CNC Tooling system features seven steps - 5 metal and 2 ceramic
polishing steps. This allows you to complete the job faster than any other
CNC system in the stone industry. All of our CNC tooling is accompanied by
data sheets with complete set-up information including pre-calibrated setting
parameters, detailed operating information, and maintenance instructions.
®

All tools are carefully balanced and inspected by strict quality control
standards. All of our CNC profiles are produced with a standard 35mm bore.
NOTE: For individual position pricing, call 800-575-4401 or visit
www.Braxton-Bragg.com/ViperCNC

www.braxton-bragg.com

EAT
R
G
E
SAM UCT!
PROD PRICE!
OW
NEW L
NOT

S
WHAT’IKE?
TO L

WHY PAY
OUTRAGEOUS

PRICES?

Call Daryl Sims at
877-493-0394
if you are ready to improve
your CNC tooling performance.

Fax 800-915-5501

Order online or call 1-800-575-4401 before 5:45 p.m. Eastern for Same Day Shipping.
Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Viper CNC Profile Wheels

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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Arizona Tile Donates to R.I.S.E.
Wounded Veterans Foundation

ON
N˝ESW
IZES

1/2

Scorpion™ CNC Sink & Seam Wheels
At Last! Sink Wheels that
Maintain a True Shape!
Braxton-Bragg is proud to offer our customers these exceptional center
water feed sink wheels. They are made for us by a well known ISO9001
certified manufacturer and are of the highest quality.

These Sink Wheels are designed to be used on CNC machines.
Fabricators Tip:
Item #55146 - #55149: ½˝ Brazed Sink Wheels are ideal for use with Quartz, and have been
designed for inside zero radius sinks.
Items #10431 - #10433: 1˝ Brazed Sink Wheels are good tools to use for inside sink cutouts,
corners and for tiny radiuses.

June 19, 2017,
Arizona Tile representatives teamed up with
the Gary Sinise Foundation
to contribute their time and
express their gratitude for
U.S. Navy EOD1, Andrew
Bottrell. The foundation’s
R.I.S.E. Program (Restoring
Independence Supporting
Empowerment) focuses on
constructing custom-built
homes for severely wounded
veterans. On that day, a
“Walls of Honor” event was
held in San Diego, in which
Bottrell’s specially-adapted
“Smart Home” hit its midpoint in construction.
Industry contributors including Arizona Tile donate
time, materials and/or labor
toward the construction of
these homes. Arizona Tile
reps from California attended the event along with
reps from other donating organizations to write words
of gratitude on the walls of
the custom home.

Personalized notes to the
Bottrell family from participating organizations were
inscribed on the walls.

focuses on building homes
that cater to the unique
needs of veterans who
were injured in combat.
Homes are designed with
modifications intended
to improve the veteran’s
ease of mobility as well as
support their families and
caregivers via custom-built

Items #10434 - #10436: 2˝ Brazed Sink Wheels are typically used for smoothing out the seams
before joining two stone slabs together.

• Tough, reliable and long lasting
• Use on all types of stone
• Vacuum brazed bond

• 1/2 gas thread fits CNC or
		 radial arm machines
• Will maintain true shape
• Center water feed

Item # Description

MSRP

OUR Price

55146

Scorpion™ Brazed Sink Wheel, 1/2” x 2”, 50 Grit

$115.95

$71.95

55147

Scorpion™ Brazed Sink Wheel, 1/2” x 2”, 100 Grit

$94.95

$64.95

55148

Scorpion™ Brazed Sink Wheel, 1/2” x 2”, 200 Grit

$94.95

$64.95

55149

Scorpion™ Brazed Sink Wheel, 1/2” x 2”, 400 Grit

$61.95

$53.95

10431

Scorpion™ Brazed Sink Wheel, 1” x 2”, 50 Grit

$134.95

$89.95

10432

Scorpion™ Brazed Sink Wheel, 1” x 2”, 100 Grit

$134.95

$89.95

10433

Scorpion™ Brazed Sink Wheel, 1” x 2”, 200 Grit

$134.95

$89.95

10434

Scorpion™ Brazed Sink Wheel, 2” x 2”, 50 Grit

$149.95

$99.95

10435

Scorpion™ Brazed Sink Wheel, 2” x 2”, 100 Grit

$149.95

$99.95

10436

Scorpion™ Brazed Sink Wheel, 2” x 2”, 200 Grit

$149.95

$99.95

Fax 800-915-5501

www.braxton-bragg.com

Order online or call 1-800-575-4401 before
5:45 p.m. Eastern for Same Day Shipping.
Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Scorpion Sink Wheels

Andrew and Lindsey Bottrell and daughter at
the presentation and wall-signing ceremony.

A U.S. Navy EOD1,
Bottrell attended Explosive
Ordinance Disposal school
in 2008 and was later deployed to Afghanistan in
July 2011. He, along with
his Navy Seal team, were
conducting combat operations when his vehicle
was struck by explosives.
Though he survived the
attack, he suffered severe
injuries that resulted in the
amputation of his legs and
left arm. His new home is
intended to lessen some of
the daily inconveniences he
may have encountered in a
traditionally-built home.
The construction is organized by the foundation’s R.I.S.E. program and

features. First responders
and their families are also
honored through this and
other charitable Gary Sinise
Foundation programs.
Bottrell, his wife Lindsey,
and their daughter attended
the event and were honored by various speakers. Although words of
gratitude were given to
Bottrell, he was gracious
in his response. He shared
these inspirational words of
wisdom:
“Always push yourself no
matter what life brings your
way. If you do not like your
situation, change it. Do not
blame somebody else for it
and do not wait for somebody else to do something

about it. You are not entitled to anything, only what
you make your own. Take
control of your own life, because life is what you make
of it, so make the best of it.”
Founded in 1977 in San
Diego, California, Arizona
Tile has grown into a nationally recognized commercial and residential
distributor with more than
25 showrooms throughout
seven Western states.
Arizona Tile is one of
the largest independently-owned importers of stone
in the United States, offering more than 230 varieties
of granite, travertine, onyx,
slate, marble, limestone and
quartz, plus medallions,
porcelain tile and other design creations. Founded by
John Huarte, former NFL
player and Heisman Trophy
winner, the company is
still family-owned after 40
years.
For more information regarding the Gary
Sinise Foundation R.I.S.E.
Program, visit: www.
garysinisefoundation.org/
programs/rise .

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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The Lies of Size

A

mong the voluminous
and varied articles of
clothing in bins, closets,
and drawers at my house are two
marked “M.”
As in medium.
One is my varsity football jersey from my 1964 senior season
at Young High School. The other
is a pair of swimming trunks I
purchased a few months ago.
Both fit my torso perfectly.
Well, sorta. The football jersey
was worn on top of shoulder pads
back then. If I climbed into a set
of shoulder pads right now and attempted to stretch this “M” jersey
over the resulting mass, the poor
thing surely would explode into a
mountain of shreds. Conversely,
my “M” swimsuit fits like a glove.
The reason I bring these items
to your attention is to illustrate
how sizes have changed through
the years as America’s waistline
expands.
Without getting into embarrassing details, let me simply state for
the record that Sam Venable of the

HE
SEE T

VIDEAXOTON-

.BR
WWW
M
G.CO
BRAG

Too Much
Monkey
Business

Sam Venable

Department of Irony

early 21st century casts a broader
shadow than Sam Venable of the
mid-20th. Yet what passes for
“M” still fits both Sams.
All of which is the most egregious sleight-of-hand since alchemists were turning lead into gold.
The last time I was a legitimate
“M,” an unknown Georgia peanut
farmer was being mentioned as
presidential material.
I breezed through “L” in
roughly the same amount of time
it took Jimmy Carter to serve his
one term.
Ever since, I’ve been a card-carrying “XL.”
Shirts, coats, slacks, doesn’t
matter. No need to measure. Just
find the right color, make sure the
label says “XL,” and head for the
checkout counter.
But this isn’t your father’s
“S-M-L-XL” any more.
I made this discovery on the
swimsuit shopping trip. By rote,

A
I grabbed a pair of “XLs” off the
rack and started to pay. While
standing in line, I gave ’em a
good looking-over.
Hmm. They seemed rather
bulbous. So I got out of line and
ducked into a changing room.
Blessed blithering bloomers!
These babies would have been
loose on Santa Claus! Even “L”
was too baggy. Not ’til I scaled
down to “M” did some semblance
of proper fit occur.
It’s been like that ever since.
Depending on how many sausage
biscuits I consume for breakfast,
I vacillate between “M” and “L,”
which is sartorial fiction in its
purest form.
I’m not the only person who has
noticed this change. Social scientists have, too, including researchers from the National Health and
Nutrition Examination Survey

and the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention.
CNN Health even reported:
“People’s perceptions of overweight have shifted, and ‘normal’
is now heavier than it used to be.
As the American population has
become generally more overweight, brands from the luxury
names to the mass retail chains
have scaled down the size labels
on their clothing.”
See? It wasn’t my imagination,
after all. And I gotta admit I enjoy
being an “M” or an “L,” even if it
is total fabrication.
We chubs like to think of this as
our not-so-little secret.

Sam Venable is an author,
entertainer and columnist for the
Knoxville (TN) News Sentinel.
He may be reached at sam.
venable@outlook.com .

curious monkey with a toothy
grin and a knack for pressing a
camera button was back in the spotlight as a federal appeals court heard
arguments on whether an animal can
hold a copyright to selfie photos.
A 45-minute hearing before a
three-judge panel of the 9th U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals in San
Francisco attracted crowds of law
students and curious citizens who
often burst into laughter. The federal
judges also chuckled at times at the
novelty of the case, which involves
a monkey in another country that is
unaware of the fuss.
Andrew Dhuey, attorney for
British nature photographer David
Slater, said “monkey see, monkey
sue” is not good law under any federal act.
Naruto is a free-living crested macaque that snapped perfectly framed
selfies in 2011 that would make even
the Kardashians proud.
Please turn to page 41

Rock Jockey
NOW Available!

PATENT PENDING

Another fine tool from Stone Pro

!

NEW

MADE IN THE USA

www.braxton-bragg.com

Rock Jockey Can Reduce
the Number One Cause
of Injuries in the
Stone Industry.
Item #

Description

11698

Stone Pro Rock Jockey, 115 Lbs.

Price
$4,500.00

• Remote operation clamp and
release reduces risk of injury
• 360° rotation by hand-held
remote
• Rechargeable battery

Fax 800-915-5501

Order online or call 1-800-575-4401 before 5:45 p.m. Eastern for Same Day Shipping.
Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for the new Rock Jockey

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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The Grey American Limestone that
Acts Like a Marble

Y

ou can cut it linear or on
the rift, rough it up or
make it shine. No matter
how you slice it, this American
limestone is the versatile, durable
answer to all your kitchen dreams.
Quarried in Oklahoma, Saint
Clair is a high-density limestone
that offers designers and architects a local source for that cravable soft grey palette in a surface
suitable for countertops, vanities,
flooring, cladding and even pavers. Harder than other limestones,
Saint Clair has the properties of
an American marble (known for
their stain resistance and durability). We like to say it’s the limestone that acts like a marble.
It’s the look though that designers are loving.
“I am especially attracted to the
soft warm neutral color of Saint
Clair. It works well with so many
different color palletes,” said Pam
Sessions, designer and partner of
the design build firm Hedgewood
Homes in Georgia.
Sessions has incorporated the
material into her program for
the upscale neighborhoods she’s
building around Atlanta.
“It fills the need for a lightly
colored top without going to a
brighter white. I also like the fact
it looks great with both light and
dark cabinets.”

Carved from ancient beaches
Saint Clair is a dolomitic limestone and has a higher concentration of magnesium compared to
other limestones - which is why
it’s able to take a high polish
where other limestones cannot.
These limestone carbonate
rocks were originally deposited from seawater at the shores

Steven Schrenk
Polycor

Saint Clair Linear limestone in a
kitchen design by Pam Sessions
of Hedgewood Homes.

S lippery R ock G azette
ultra modern projects, elevated
minimalist and elaborate designs
alike. The density of Saint Clair
limestone makes it suitable for exterior applications too. This home,
clad entirely in various sized panels is located in an area with extreme shifts in weather.
Below, a more classically refined residence incorporates both
block and carved elements for a
more transitional look. The homogeneous grain of the stone
allows the carved window stools
and moldings to hold a nice crisp
edge.
Please turn to page 37

of ancient seas in arid climates,
a fascinating fact considering
Oklahoma’s distance from the
ocean. Limestone beds are formed
from the calcium and magnesium
of cemented layers of seashells
and marine organisms. Think of it
like ancient, prehistoric beaches
that cemented together over millions of years. (You can’t get a
kitchen counter with that kind
history at Home Depot.)

One Stone, Two Very
Different Cuts
The gently figured limestone
is available in linear and fleuri-cut patterns. The fleuri cut has
a wavy, swirly grain pattern that
evolves from one slab to another,
making every countertop unique.
It shows a more homogeneous
grain pattern in a linear cut.

A Spectrum of Textures
Dense, hard and able to take a
polish, this sedimentary stone is
suitable for multiple finishes including sandblasted, antiqued,
honed and polished. Fabricators
are able to achieve a high luster

Above: Sandblasted Saint
Clair with Fleuri cut exterior
cladding.
Below: Residential project
in British Columbia clad
in honed Saint Clair Fleuri
limestone.

Saint Claire, fleuri honed

shine with Saint Clair because
of its unique composition, uniformity and density, a finish
that’s unattainable with other
limestones.
Combining different finishes in
one installations offers depth and
visual texture. You can see the
effect here in this home (at right)
where the designer used a combination of sandblasted and honed
Saint Clair fleuri cut tiles for a
large feature wall.

Exterior Applications
Like all natural stones, Saint
Clair works in traditional and

Saint Claire, linear polished

Grey St. Claire limestone polishes beautifully and adds a
soothing, neutral palette to any design.
Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Stone & Tile industry products

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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Tennessee Building Stone,
BMJ Stone Merge

The Grey Limestone that
Acts Like a Marble
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Pool coping and pavers in
fleuri cut grace this residential retreat.

Continued from page 36
Quarrying Crab
Orchard stone at a
Cumberland County
site, circa 1948, when
powered machinery
like this hydraulic
drill was first coming
into use.

Because Polycor owns its quarries and processing plants it’s able
to offer custom cut tiles and pavers for residential and commercial
jobs of any scope and application
(from small bathroom to large airport) - a good alternative to exotic
marble which can have long lead
times.

Pool Coping and Pavers
Continued from page 24

“So many of the original names
in the Crab Orchard stone business are deceased or have retired,
and the old-time ethics, quality
and service, have also disappeared. These are the main reasons, when this opportunity came
along, we all decided that with our
combined efforts, we could bring
Tennessee Building Stone back to
its ‘Stand Alone’ reputation.”
Mike: “Our strong suit has always been our masonry background. We grew up in the
quarries hating every minute of it,
and became stone masons because
we wanted to get out of quarry
work. Of course, once we started
our masonry business, we realized we needed a constant supply
of good material. That’s evolved
over the years into a supply and
demand situation, where we were
supplying stone for our own work.
Fortunately, we were also able to

use our masonry company as a
research and development company, if that makes any sense,
and experiment with new products and new installation methods. We also belong to several
trade organizations, so we’ve
stayed on the forefront with masonry and stone technology, and
kept growing and growing from
that. So whether it’s quarry extraction, processing, installation
or retail questions, whatever,
we’ve got a department that can
cover pretty much everything. So
that’s something that we bring to
the table that’s a little unique.
By no means do we know everything, but we continue to learn
every day.”
BMJ Stone is a member of the
Marble Institute of America, the
Tennessee Mining Association
and the Building Stone Institute.
For more information visit www.
bjmstone.com .

Mixing fleuri and linear cuts in
a pattern for irregular-sized pavers draws attention to the dynamic
surfaces.
This American limestone is
widely available throughout
the U.S., but as with other natural stones, you may see it maketed under different names as
distributors like to differentiate
their offerings. For example,
Stone Source calls Saint Clair,
Statesboro Blu, while PMI calls it
London Sky.
No matter what you call it, this
limestone is a beauty.
Don’t yet have this grey stone
in your library? Get a sample.
They’re free to the trade.
For more information on Saint
Clair grey limestone or to order
samples visit www.polycor.com .
Mixing fleuri and linear cuts in
a pattern for irregular-sized
pavers draws attention to the
swirling, dynamic surfaces.

Avoid These Five Mistakes

I

am assuming you will agree
with this: of all the jobs in the
stone business (besides ownership), installing has got to be
the toughest.

This engraving outside the Tennessee Building Stone headquarters
serves as a proclamation: the legacy of the Rose family and Tennessee
Building Stone will continue into the future.
Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Stone & Tile industry products

Installers are stuck onsite till
the job is complete, they have
to solve a myriad of unforeseen
problems with the customer looking over their shoulder, and often
they have to finish work that was
missed by measure-up or shop!
To help you help your shop
help your installers, here’s five
mistakes shops make that make
installers crazy, and how you can
avoid them.

Aaron Crowley
Crowley’s Granite Concepts

Leaving the Sealing
to the Installers
Counters still wet and gritty
from fabrication are like coal in
a Christmas stocking for an installer. First, they get everything
and everyone on install dirty, and
second, they must be cleaned
and then sealed before the job is
completed.
This is a risky, time consuming,
and smelly process when done in
someone’s home.

Sealing can and should take
place in the controlled environment of a well-lit shop, where
proper cleaning and drying can
take place prior to the application
of sealers.
When done in this environment,
it takes less time and produces a
better finished product.

Scattering Counters,
Splashes, and Work Orders
One of the biggest time (and
money) wasters in a stone counter
operation is when installers must
search the shop with work order
in hand, trying to track down the
counters and splashes.
Please turn to page 46

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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TISE Announces New Day
Format for 2018 StonExpo

The education program at TISE 2018 will take place
Monday through Thursday, January 29-February 1, 2018.
Continued from page 27

“I have been to SURFACES
twice: for Mohawk and for
MARAZZI as a rep. Now as a
retail manager, I have always
thought it would be great for an
entire team to experience all the
new year’s looks and designs in
flooring. We are taking full advantage of the IGNITE TRAINING.”
– Anthony Maye,
General Manager, Sparx Flooring
and Lubbock Carpet World

Join Us at TISE 2018
Save the date for The
International Surface Event 2018
scheduled to be held January
30 – February 1, 2018, with education held January 29 – February 1,
at the Mandalay Bay Convention
Center in Las Vegas, Nevada. The
exposition will feature the latest industry products, materials,
equipment and services, including
a wide variety of hardwood and
laminate flooring, carpet, tools
and equipment, natural stone and
machinery, all types of tile, and
much more.
StonExpo/Marmomac is THE
event for stone industry professionals, and is home of the MIA

annual meeting. The official
sponsors are the Marble Institute
of America (MIA) and Natural
Stone Council (NSC). The Marble
Institute of America (MIA) and
the Building Stone Institute (BSI)
serve more than 1,900 members
in 55 countries who represent
every aspect of natural stone
industry, offering them a wide
array of technical and training
resources, professional development, regulatory advocacy, and
networking events.
The MIA,
www.marbleinstitute.com
and the
Natural Stone Council (NSC)
naturalstonecouncil.org, home
of the Genuine Stone® brand, are
leaders in the stone industry and
represent the major associations
committed to promotion and education of the industry and general
public of the value and benefits of
natural stone.
For more information on The
International Surface Event:
SURFACES | StoneExpo/
Marmomac | TileExpo, or their
sponsors and partners, please visit
www.TISEwest.com/attendee/
home/partners.

“I hope I shall possess firmness and
virtue enough to maintain what I
consider the most enviable of all titles, the character of an honest man.”
– George Washington
Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Stone & Tile industry products

Discovering the MIA+BSI
Continued from page 31

“We have gotten to know each
other much better, and we both realize that we are all very experienced
and passionate individuals who
collectively make a much stronger
consensus and knowledge base,
working hard to improve the natural
stone industry for all.”
Daniel also explained both organizations have found a very positive
effect in partnering in combined offerings, advocacy, and legislative
meetings with house members at
Capitol Hill for the stone industry.
Taking in Daniel’s successes and
accomplishments I asked, “Can you
describe how, during your professional journey of spending years
associated with the BSI, you have
observed our industry grow and
develop, and also the development
of green technology and certification?” Daniel responded, ”I have
enjoyed the activities associated
with being a stone and materials
consultant, traveling the world for
many years in working with the
stone industry. I have been a member for eight years and have been
on the board of the BSI for seven
years. In addition, I am the current
2017 president of the BSI. I have
personally grown so much more
than anything I ever could have imaged. I joined just to learn a little
more about stone. I have learned,
and am continuing to learn a considerable amount about stone. I also realize how much more I still have to
learn, which is exciting, as I know
that I will never know it all and will
always have a full career where I
can continue to stretch and learn
more. I have made lifelong friends
and have a network of friendships
around the world that would help
whenever I needed it. In addition,
we have come so far in this time

frame with the NSC 373 sustainable production of dimensional
stone certification and its adoption
into the Material Resources section
of LEED v4, and the Material Petal
section of LBC 3.1. These represent
huge accomplishments.”
I asked Daniel to speak about his
passion for stone and how he connects that to his work. He replied, “I
think that stone is one of the primal
materials that we all connect with.
Its endless varieties and multitude
of production possibilities, due to
technological advances, continue to
yield an amazing array of options
for the design community. How
can you not be excited about that
and all of the creative ways that
stone can be employed in projects?”
I responded by agreeing, as I have
heard from many of the fabricators
I meet that are so personally connected to stone: not seeing it just as
a commodity, but as an art.
I said, “Daniel, you mentioned
craftsmanship isn’t quite what it
used to be, with our industry become bottom-line driven in larger
production and volume operations.
Can you expand on that and the
benefits and drawbacks please?”
He said, “Craftsmanship is still
what it has always been. In some
cases I see project investment in
less expensive materials to garner
more work, and value engineer
jobs. Stone in many cases loses in
this battle, which is why we have
lost some market share, or the
time allowed to produce the work
equates to less quality material and/
or ‘craftsmanship,’ to get it done on
budget.”
I agreed with Daniel on these
pressures and shared what I had
heard in peer exchanges with the
various fabricators at the Stone

Wood: “We supplied all of the exterior veneer for this project, as well
as all of the stone for the hardscape, pool area and porches, and more.”

S lippery R ock G azette
Summit, being shared throughout
the day. We communicated with
each other and asked questions to
the presenters on challenges, demands and even material troubleshooting with things like quartzite
versus hard marbles, and more. In
order to compete in the materials
marketplace, and to do this safely
and within tighter margins, some
feel the bottom line has become
more of the focus.
Daniel continued, “However, I, as
a member of the MIA + BSI – what
we can we learn from the best of
the best of the stone industry members, and how freely people have
given advice to me, has helped me
advance. Our members genuinely
want to see each other succeed by
helping each other out, and seeing
this engagement in action is where
it is truly amazing. Our association
has many wonderful ways to get
involved: attend events, volunteer
on a committee, be a mentor for
Women in Stone, write articles,
contribute pictures, sponsor events,
visit other members and their operations, to continuing to learn and
grow… the list is endless.
“ I do know that I have been told
throughout my career to stick with
the winners. My example for this is
becoming a member and participating. This is how you go from wanting to be the best to being the best
of the best, and being a winner.”
I found Daniel’s comments to be
poignant, especially how we can
keep learning as unique experts in
the stone industry together, and by
investing in education and learning from others. In closing Daniel
shared, “Perhaps with a membership
to the MIA + BSI one of the most
important things you can consider
is to send other employees aside
from yourself to events, especially
younger ones, so that the industry
has a future that is being trained and
mentored. You will also be growing
other individuals in your firm and
demonstrating your commitment to
them and their development. The
other day, a younger individual in
the industry referred to me as famous and I started laughing. I let
them know that I am just someone
who has been willing to suit up,
show up, and open up, and that as
they do, the same amazing things
will become a reality for them.”
It was a wonderful conversation
with Daniel Wood, who is a very
proactive and passionate man in
our industry. I am looking forward
to sharing Jon Lancto’s interview in
the next issue. Have a great month!

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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The Fabricator’s Choice
for More Than a Decade!
ity
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“Great quality
for the price.”

“Absolutely the best
for the money!”

– Hershel Margaretten,
Imperial Marble

– Frank Earls,
Trinity Custom St

My boss called me into his office and asked, “Bill, why is the Viper our
best-selling turbo blade year after year?” Thinking quickly, I said, “Sir, I
don’t know but I’ll find out!” After a little checking I realized that not only
has the Viper Professional Turbo been our best-selling
blade for over a decade—the race isn’t even close.
Braxton-Bragg has the largest selection of turbo blades
in the industry but the Viper always wins. Since sales
popularity is determined by our customers, I called
several shops and asked them. The overwhelming
response was that the Viper was the best value for the
money.

one

when they don’t—you can ruin the stone and damage your saw. Consistency
to them means that the blade always does the job and you never have to
worry about it ruining your job, reputation or equipment.

®

Chip Free

Smooth, chip free cutting was mentioned by several
customers. They stated that blade hop, scratching and
the extra work of repair are not an issue with Viper
Turbo blades. I also learned that frequently, cheap
blades veer off course and flex too much. Checking
with a blade manufacturer, I was told that this was
usually caused by an inferior core. The lesson seems to
be that saving money on a poor quality blade doesn’t
make sense if you lose time or have to repair the stone.

®

®

®

Excited, I called the boss and shared this news with
him. He responded with, “Bill, value for money is
a good overall evaluation, but it doesn’t tell me the
details. I want to know why!”
Now, I have been in the stone industry for over 10
years, but listening to our customers, I began to learn
some new things about blades.

Consistent

Durable

®

Viper® Turbo Granite Dry Blade

I was told that Viper was consistent, but this confused me because the
manufacturer is continuously improving the product and upgrading the
manufacturing process. Delving deeper I learned that frequently customers
try cheap blades from China in an attempt to save money. Most customers
have reported that sometimes the blades work, other times they don’t, and
®

“Consistently durable” was also a frequent response.
Some blades are fast, some are durable; the Viper is
consistently both fast and durable. Long life translates to
value. Inconsistent life has been frequently mentioned as
a problem with other, inexpensively-priced turbo blades.

Item # Description

Price

Viper is not our least expensive turbo blade, nor is it our most expensive
®

blade. It is our best-selling blade. What seems clear is that many of our customers
believe that it is the best combination of quality and durability available today.

MSRP OUR Price

1020

Viper ® Turbo Granite Dry Blade, 4˝ x 5/8˝, Quad Holes, 15,000 RPM

$26.95

$18.64

1022

Viper ® Turbo Granite Dry Blade, 4-1/2˝ x 5/8˝, Quad Holes, 13,300 RPM

$28.95

$19.51

1023

Viper ® Turbo Granite Dry Blade, 5˝ x 5/8˝, Quad Holes,12,000 RPM

$29.95

$20.97

17453

Viper ® Turbo Granite Dry Blade, 6˝ x 5/8˝, Quad Holes, 10,000 RPM

$37.95

$24.95

1024

Viper ® Turbo Granite Dry Blade, 7˝ x 5/8˝ KO, 8,500 RPM

$52.95

$34.95

41349

Viper ® Turbo Granite Dry Blade, 8˝ x 5/8˝ KO, 7,500 RPM

$61.95

$44.95

41350

Viper ® Turbo Granite Dry Blade, 10˝ x 5/8˝, 6,000 RPM

$119.95

$89.95

41351

Viper ® Turbo Granite Dry Blade, 12˝ x 5/8˝, 6,200 RPM

$149.95

$119.95

www.braxton-bragg.com

Give Lee Woodson a
call toll free at 800575-4401 to place
your order today!

Fax 800-915-5501

Order online or call 1-800-575-4401 before 5:45 pm Eastern for Same Day Shipping.
Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Viper Turbo Blades

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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Makita 5˝ Grinder
Variable Speed
®

Makita 4˝ Wet Polisher
Variable Speed
®
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Item #

Description

MSRP OUR Price

9375

Makita 5˝ Grinder, 9565CV

$282.95

$149.98

9001

Makita ® 4˝ Wet Polisher, PW5001C $568.95

$329.95

®

Best Products, Lowest Prices,
Better Service
Fax 800-915-5501

www.braxton-bragg.com

Order online or call 1-800-575-4401 before
5:45 p.m. Eastern for Same Day Shipping.
Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Makita hand tools

Consolidation in the Stone Industry
Continued from page 29

Snapshot #2: The
Continuing Explosion
of Engineered Stone
in the Marketplace
Some months ago in this
column, the financial numbers for Caesarstone were
shown in order to illustrate
the gargantuan volume of
business they are doing
relative to the industry as
a whole. The final total for
2016 sales was well over
half a billion dollars–yes
that is a billion with a “b.”
In 1980 the total of all the
marble and granite dimensional work in all of the
United States was probably
well less than half a billion
dollars.
And these are only the
numbers for Caesarstone.
There are at least a half
dozen other serious ES producers that have numbers
just as high as Caesarstone if
not higher, and one of those
players is DuPont, an S&P
500 company. The interesting thing, though, is that
Caesarstone’s profitability
is not keeping up with sales.
This can only be explained
by increased competition as
the other producers are jockeying to remain in the game,
as that section of the industry is going through its own
consolidation.
Where and when does the
consolidation stop? If you
study the financial statements of the S&P 500 you
will find that these companies operate at net profits
close to 5 percent and thrive
at that level. There are a
few companies that achieve
double-digit net profitability, but those margins attract competition and that
competition continues until
stability is reached, usually
at a number under 10 percent. The fabrication sector
is subject to this same phenomenon, and it’s a good
bet too that when the fabrication sector in the USA
reaches complete efficiency,
it’s very likely that 5 percent
net profits will be the norm.
Right now, there are still
many incidences of shops

Larvikite granite is the national stone of Norway. The
silvery blue luster of polished larvikite is due to the interaction between natural light and feldspar crystals.

making higher net margins designer say they will only
than this, but the question specify a certain manufacremains for how long?
turer of ES? Designers only
care about color, just as
Snapshot #3: Quarriers they only care about color
with natural stone.
of Natural Stone are
That a natural stone proGetting Worried
As these words are ducer has put out a call
being written LUNDHS of to react is very telling.
Norway is seeking partner- LUNDHS of Norway may
ships at the SFA forum with be the first, but they definitely will not be the last.
a direct quotation below:
“Criteria
for
Partnership: Believe in
the need for a BRAND
NAME in the Natural
Stone Industry. BRAND
NAMES work in engineered stone. Stone
industry needs to step
it up to take back some
of the market share that
engineered and other
surfaces are currently
taking.”
This is not the first time
an appeal has been made to
fight back against the encroachment of ES on natural stone, but branding of
natural stone against ES is
not likely to work, because
branding does not really
work within the ES world
either. How many times
has anyone ever heard a

Paint Your Wagon
and Come with Me
Truly, the granite countertop revolution has been
a modern day gold rush that
even Ben Rumson would
have appreciated. You remember Ben Rumson? He
was the wily prospector
from Paint Your Wagon,
played by actor Lee Marvin,
whose policy was “to bust
out of any territory the day
it became a state and head
off for another wilderness.”
In a way this is what is happening to the countertop industry now, as the days of
$100 plus square foot jobs
are coming to an end, and
everyone has to be mindful
of the current market price –
a sign of things coming to a
state of order.

“If you learn only methods,
you’ll be tied to your methods,
but if you learn principles you
can devise your own methods.”
– Ralph Waldo Emerson

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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Petersen Granite and Marble

“We are taxed
twice as much
by our idleness,
three times as
much by our
pride, and four
times as much
by our folly.”
-Benjamin Franklin

Too Much
Monkey Business
Continued from page 35

This custom bath project features full slab shower walls with matching bench seat and matching vanity top of 3cm Atlas granite.

Continued from page 2

Larry said he’s proud of the history of his family and company,
and he has high hopes for continued growth.
“Basically, we started with
nothing and built it into something
where everybody in the construction business around here knows

who we are,” he said. “Hopefully,
everything will continue to move
forward. From what I’m seeing
in this area, growth will not stop
anytime soon.”
For more information about
Petersen Granite and Marble,
visit their website at www.
petersengranite.com.

This creative twist on kitchen countertops features 3cm
Juperana Crema Bordeaux granite with a chiseled backsplash designed to create a running mountain range.

Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Stone & Tile industry products

Above: Black Forest granite countertops create a stylish, wraparound work surface in this traditional kitchen with tile backsplash
and farmhouse sink.
Below: This in-progress outdoor kitchen installation features
brushed finish Steel Gray granite countertops and wet bar.

People for the Ethical Treatment of
Animals (PETA) sued Slater and the
San Francisco-based self-publishing
company Blurb, which published a
book called “Wildlife Personalities”
that includes the monkey selfies, for
copyright infringement. It sought a
court order in 2015 allowing it to administer all proceeds from the photos
taken in a wildlife reserve in Sulawesi,
Indonesia to benefit the monkey.
Slater says the British copyright for
the photos obtained by his company,
Wildlife Personalities Ltd., should be
honored.
PETA attorney David Schwarz argued that Naruto was accustomed to
cameras and took the selfies when he
saw himself in the reflection of the lens.
A federal judge ruled against PETA
and the monkey last year, saying he
lacked the right to sue because there
was no indication that Congress intended to extend copyright protection
to animals.
Throughout the hearing, Schwarz
pushed back, arguing that the case came
down to one simple fact: photographs
can be copyrighted and Naruto the
monkey is the author.
“We have to look at the word ‘authorship’ in the broadest sense,” he said.
The judges grilled him on why PETA
has status to represent Naruto and said
that “having genuine care for the animal” isn’t enough to establish “next
friend” relationship, which is required
to represent the monkey in court.
The judges did not issue a ruling.
Angela Dunning, an attorney for
Blurb, wondered at the possibilities if
they do not prevail.
“Where does it end? If a monkey can
sue for copyright infringement, what
else can a monkey do?” she said after
the hearing.

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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The Mystique of Onyx

W

alk in to a slab yard or
stone showroom and
ask to see their onyx
slabs, and you are likely to get a
wide-eyed response from the sales
person. Oooh. Onyx. Follow me.
Onyx is the stuff of fantasy. Its
sparkly translucence belies the
fact that it’s solid rock. It looks
like a gemstone, with wavy bands
of amber, ivory, and white, fused
together in a fluid pattern. When
backlit, onyx radiates a soft, ethereal light. It’s truly an extraordinary stone; wherever it is used it
will take center stage. There is no
artist greater than our very own
Earth for the sheer variety of materials and patterns we can bring
into our homes.
In keeping with its magical
look, onyx has a bit of mystique.
It’s beautiful, but what is it?

Karin Kirk

usenaturalstone.com
Photos © Karin Kirk

Onyx is a Product
of Spring Water
While granite, quartzite, and
marble are all forged deep within
the earth’s crust, onyx is borne
right on the surface. Onyx forms
from spring water or groundwater
that has an abundance of calcite
dissolved in it. When this water
emerges at the mouth of a spring,
the minerals precipitate out and
build a crust of calcite crystals.
Over time, more water flows by
and more minerals settle out. The

bands. Slabs of onyx are made
by slicing down into the layers,
revealing thousands of years of
deposits.
Onyx can also form inside caves
or in other openings in bedrock.
Veins of banded calcite can be
found in fractured limestone, or
even in volcanic rocks. Basically,
anywhere that mineral-laden
groundwater flows, it can create
beautiful formations of crystals.
All it takes is the happenstance to
discover the underground cache.
Travertine is formed in the
same manner as onyx. The main
difference between travertine
and onyx is that travertine has a
porous, lace-like texture while
onyx is smooth and non-porous.
Aside from that, the two stones
are similar.

This onyx sink basin shows off
the intriguing translucence
of onyx. Backlit bars, countertops or basins can be the
focal point of any room.

Onyx Goes by Many Names
In the commercial stone industry, onyx refers a category of
stones that are made of layered
bands of light-colored or translucent minerals. Most slabs of
onyx are what a geologist would
call banded calcite. This same
material also goes by the names
onyx marble, Mexican onyx, or
Egyptian alabaster. Onyx is commercially classified as a sibling to
marble because these two stones
have the same mineral content.
Onyx is made of calcite, which is
the same mineral that makes up
limestone, marble, and travertine.
In fact, banded calcite is a close
cousin of travertine and forms in
a similar way.

This White Onyx slab beautifully illustrates the typical, intricate crystals of calcite, and iron-rich
color banding.

variations between the layers are
caused by differences in the water
flow rate, and small amounts of
impurities. In its most pure state
calcite is white or clear, but it’s
easily tinted by minor amounts
of other minerals. The most common color of onyx is a warm
honey color, which is caused by
iron oxide. The flowing layers of
onyx reflect subtle variations in
the spring water, and add an artistic quality to the patterns and
This stunning freestanding
onyx sink basin makes a dramatic statement as functional
sculpture.
Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Stone & Tile industry products

Uses of Onyx
As you may have guessed, onyx
is a somewhat fragile stone. It can
become scratched and etched if
used in a busy kitchen. Onyx countertops are best suited to parts of a
kitchen that don’t see much heavy
use. High-end restaurants and resorts employ onyx bar tops to bring
brilliance into a space, an effect
that is made even more spectacular
when the stone is backlit. Onyx is
also used as a backsplash, vanity,
or as accent tiles.
Onyx isn’t limited to slabs
though. It can be formed into basins, lighting fixtures, or tabletops.
One of the most extraordinary
qualities of onyx is its ability to
radiate light. Any application that
takes advantage of this quality is
sure to make a beautiful statement.
Even though onyx can’t be used
everywhere, its appeal is universal.
This stone will tug at your heartstrings. Few of us can pass it by
without pausing to admire the patterns and plays of light. Onyx reminds us that natural materials are
unparalleled in their artistry. In this
case, the stone is a collaboration of
three simple ingredients: water,
minerals, and time.
Karin Kirk is a geologist and science educator with over 20 years
of experience. She has taught college level geology, online courses
and organized field trips. She currently works as a freelance science
writer and education consultant.
She brings with her a different
perspective to the stone industry.
Karin most recently presented a
program at TISE 2017.

A sample of banded calcite,
collected by the author in
Montana.
Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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NOW there are TWO Stone Pro Coring Vacuum Templates
No dust or mess to clean up. Just
attach a shop vac and you’re set!

Install for the Truck
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Install for the Shop

1
Simply attach a shop vac hose in place.

2
Position the Coring Vacuum Template.

This template tool was
developed to make coring holes
in the shop or at a customer’s
home much easier. The Coring
Vacuum Template is easy to
operate and works with most
commonly used core bits on
stone or marble.

Attaching a wet shop vac to the
back provides the necessary
suction for the template to lock
securely in place on the stone
surface and evacuate the water
and slurry produced while wet
coring. Connect the shop version
to a standard 1/4” NPT air fitting.

Reduce the risk of core bit movement
and ruined tops – save money on
installs and reduce clean up time!

3
Drill completely through using the template guide.
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4
A perfect hole is drilled, leaving no mess to clean up.

www.braxton-bragg.com

Item #

Description

55049
55400

MADE IN THE USA

MSRP

OUR Price

Stone Pro Coring Vacuum Template

$352.95

$229.95

Stone Pro Coring Vacuum Template Shop Version

$352.95

$229.95

Fax 800-915-5501

Order online or call 1-800-575-4401 before 5:45 p.m. Eastern for Same Day Shipping.
Shop braxton-bragg.com for the Stone Pro Coring Vacuum Template

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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Omni Cubed Announces Three New Products

O

mni Cubed is known for
developing new and innovative ways to improve
the tools used in our industry. In
fact, they have just announced
their third product launch in
2017, which makes 12 new (or
revamped) products in just over
six months! Their latest products
are the Edge Seamer, Sink Hole
Saver™ Slider, and No-Spin
Edger.

Jessica Sherwood
Omni Cubed

A New “Spin”
on a Great Product
The patented No-Spin Edger
is the solution for eliminating
vertical surface damage during
polishing and refinishing. This
highly durable, rigid aluminum
backer replaces traditional backer
pads, and features a free-floating
top disk with a built-in bumper
that stops spinning while the polishing pad continues to work beneath it. This innovative system
acts as a protective roller-guide
against perpendicular surfaces,
and eliminates damage caused by
the edge of spinning pads. The
No-Spin Edger allows fast, precise and consistent cut patterns
along edges and in corners while
greatly reducing production time
and fatigue.
Omni Cubed has been pioneering high-quality stone tools since
2003, to help you get the job done
easier, faster, and safer.
For more information about
these, and all of the other exciting
new products by Omni Cubed,
visit www.omnicubed.com today.

The Edge Seamer is an allnew seam leveling device that
helps take the twist out of sink
rails and cutouts, to dial-in
flawless seams along material
edges. Integrated rail pads allow
enough flexibility for fine adjustments on each side of your
seam. This new product makes
surface leveling faster, easier, and
more precise than shims alone.
The Sink Hole Saver™ Slider
is an adjustable-length, surface-mounted reinforcement
device that offers exceptional
versatility and convenience. It
has the same great features and
non-marking vacuum cups as
the Sink Hole Saver™ Manual,
with the added advantage of a
quickly customizable length. The
product includes two 4-foot stiffening rails combined with a premounted Extension Bracket Kit,
and four non-marking vacuum

large countertops, and collapses
down to 51 inches for smaller
pieces, and convenient storage.

cups that can be repositioned
around cutouts, or spaced out
to completely support fragile
material. The Slider fully extends up to 90 inches to protect

Really, No Bull

A

young bull remains
on the loose despite
a South Carolina Highway
Patrol trooper’s best efforts
to corral him.
Media outlets report the
trooper responded one
Tuesday to a call of the animal roaming through a neighborhood in Boiling Springs,
just north of Spartanburg,
South Carolina. Photographs
show the trooper staring
down the bull.
The bull ran into the yard
of Cindi Knox and Phillip
Ledesma. He tells WSPA
most officers aren’t trained
to be cowboys but that he
gives the trooper credit for
trying.
The trooper called for
backup from other agencies,
but the bull escaped apprehension and ran into some
nearby woods.
Highway Patrol spokesman
Joe Hovis says loose animal
calls aren’t uncommon, but
that the trooper’s attempt to
wrangle the bull was a step
above an ordinary response.
And that’s no bull.

“Nine requisites for contented living: Health
enough to make work a pleasure. Wealth enough to support your needs. Strength
to battle with difficulties
and overcome them. Grace
enough to confess your sins
and forsake them. Patience
enough to toil until some
good is accomplished.
Charity enough to see some
good in your neighbor. Love
enough to move you to be
useful and helpful to others.
Faith enough to make real
the things of God. Hope
enough to remove all anxious
fears concerning the future.”
– Johann Wolfgang
von Goethe

Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Stone & Tile industry products
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Hastings, Minnesota Countertop
Fabricator, Innovative Surfaces,
Helps to Remodel a House on the
PBS Hometime Series

H

ometime episodes
that aired during
March and April
2017 featured Artisan Stone
Collection Granite kitchen
countertops and mudroom
countertops in Crema
Bordeaux.
Innovative Surfaces in
Hastings, MN fabricated
and installed the countertops
for this show, and Artisan
Group Executive Director
Chad Seiders makes a guest
appearance talking about
Artisan Stone Collection
granite offerings from the
Innovative Showroom.
“Crema Bordeaux granite
can have some pretty bold
movement in it,” says Dean
Johnson, President and cohost of Hometime. “The
folks at Innovative Surfaces
did a great job laying out the
pieces on the slabs so that the
colors and patterns worked
across the seams and at the
joint between the countertops and backsplashes. The
stone countertops ended up
being the visual focal point
of this project, uniting the
color scheme of the cabinets,
flooring and walls.”
Innovative Surfaces is a
premium custom countertops
fabricator for the commercial and residential surfaces
markets. From Artisan Stone
Collection Granite, Heritage
Wood, to solid surface,
Innovative Surfaces is a onestop source for all countertop
needs.

Innovative Surfaces
is the only fabricator in
Minnesota to have earned
accreditation from the
MIA, signifying that the
company is among the
finest in the natural stone
industry with respect to
craftsmanship, safety, and
business practices.
All episodes featuring this project can be
seen online. Log on to
www.hometime.com/
Hometime_4.0/video/
VideoCollectorPage/1705.
php.
For more information

regarding Innovative
Surfaces, visit www.inno
vativesurfaces.com or call
651-437-1004.
Artisan Group™ is
the premier network of
stone fabricators in North
America. Its extensive
network allows the organization to offer the
best granite from sources
around the globe. Utilizing
the most technically advanced, automated shops in
the industry, highly skilled
craftsmen ensure that each
installation meets exacting
standards.

“America has not attained to greatness because of what we are or
what we have. We have
become the exemplars
of all the world because of what we have
done with what we
are and what we have.”
– Theodore Roosevelt
Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Scorpion CNC Sink Profile Wheels

!

NEW

For Stock Removal and
Honing Scratches on
Internal Radiuses, Use...

Scorpion™ CNC Vacuum-Brazed

Sink Profile Wheels

•Can be used on any type of stone
•All brazed sink wheels feature center water feed
•Available in ½ Gas thread
•Vacuum-brazed sink wheels with ½ Gas attachments are ideal for
CNC applications
•They have only one diamond layer and do not change their shape
•Consequently, the shape of the internal radius is the same all around
Item # Description

MSRP OUR Price

55023

Scorpion™ Brazed Profile Wheel, T-30, (3cm), R3, 1/2” D, 50 Grit

$159.95

$103.95

55024

Scorpion™ Brazed Profile Wheel, T-30, (3cm), R3, 1/2” D, 100 Grit $159.95

$103.95

55025

Scorpion™ Brazed Profile Wheel, T-30, (3cm), R3, 1/2” D, 200 Grit $159.95

$103.95

55026

Scorpion™ Brazed Profile Wheel, T-30, (3cm), R3, 1/2” D, 400 Grit $159.95

$103.95

55027

Scorpion™ Brazed Profile Wheel, T-30, (3cm), R3, 1” D, 50 Grit

$183.95

$119.95

55028

Scorpion™ Brazed Profile Wheel, T-30, (3cm), R3, 1” D, 100 Grit

$183.95

$119.95

55029

Scorpion™ Brazed Profile Wheel, T-30, (3cm), R3, 1” D, 200 Grit

$183.95

$119.95

55030

Scorpion™ Brazed Profile Wheel, T-30, (3cm), R3, 1” D, 400 Grit

$183.95

$119.95

Fax 800-915-5501

www.braxton-bragg.com

Order online or call 1-800-575-4401 before
5:45 p.m. Eastern for Same Day Shipping.
Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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Avoid These Five Mistakes
Continued from page 37

Scavenger hunts are fine for
bachelorette parties, but highly
skilled/highly paid installers
should not be hunting for anything, not even the job site address.
The solution to this common
craziness is a dedicated and defined space/place where completed jobs are staged for install.

This includes counters, splash,
templates and work orders!

Cutting Back Splash “Long”
There is a misconception among
measure up techs (and sawyers)
that the splash must be cut long
during production and cut to final
length on-site by the installers.
With one exception being miters,

all backsplashes can be precisely
measured and cut in the shop for
installation.
Of course, this requires a little math by the measure-up tech
adding overhangs, subtracting
transition lines and such, but it
completely eliminates the terribly
inefficient re-cutting to length of
every piece of splash on site.
It also eliminates the need to run
extension cords, saw-horses, and
tools outside – not to mention the

double handling (setting up and
taking down) of every piece of
splash!

Sink Clips
Today, there are multiple offthe-shelf solutions for mechanically attaching an undermount
sink to the counter to eliminate
delamination and failure. Clips or
sink fasteners can be easily and
seamless incorporated into a shop
operation.

Wait Until You See the Video!

Brace Setter Router
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The patent-pending Brace Setter is a
high performance router housing that
connects to a 5/8 x 11 angle grinder
that will cut a groove 2-9/16” wide by
¼” or 3/16” deep.

The precision router attachment
cuts a precise groove for your brace
in record breaking time with its two
cutting blades. Each blade has 18
teeth giving you a total of 36 long
lasting tungsten carbide teeth,
which easily cut through hardwood,
softwood, plywood, and laminates.

Created by
Fabricators for
Fabricators
www.braxton-bragg.com

What’s even better is the fact
that the Brace Setter requires no
measuring because everything is
preset (width and depth), making it
very measurement friendly. With just
a simple cut, your work is done with
the Brace Setter.

Item # Description
55228
55230
55229
		

OUR Price

Brace Setter Router, 1/4”

$207.95

Brace Setter Router, 3/16”

$207.95

Brace Setter Replacement Blade Set
Includes: (2) Blades, (1) Spacer, (5) Bolts

$51.95

Fax 800-915-5501

Order online or call 1-800-575-4401 before 5:45 p.m. Eastern for Same Day Shipping.
Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for the Brace Setter Router

When systemized, these techniques take mere minutes in the
shop, when the alternative is
spending hours onsite cutting,
routing, and blocking sinks with
wood, or returning to job sites
when the silicone adhesive technique fails. Note: there’s only one
system out there to reinstall a undermount sink that has fallen out:
the Hercules Sink Harness. Keep
several on your install truck.

Failure to Check Templates
for Returns, Holes, Notches
Few things are more infuriating
to a tired installer than a customer
pointing out that a return polish
or faucet hole was missed…when
it was clearly marked on the template for the shop to see!
Murphy’s Law generally requires that the customer point this
out to the installer after all their
tools are packed up.
So what’s the solution to ensuring little things like return
polishes and faucet holes aren’t
overlooked in the shop?
A finisher who has looked at
the counter, work order, and templates 15-20 times can easily miss
something staring him right in the
face.
The solution is simply delegating the task of QC to a supervisor or even a machine operator,
counters can and should be double- checked by a fresh set of eyes
before they are taken down off the
finisher tables (and before they
are sealed).
These five tasks must be completed by someone in the company, and most likely your shop
crew is happy with the current
status quo.
But by shifting these tasks out
of install and into the shop, many,
many hours per week will be
saved and in almost every case,
quality will improve as well!

“The true test of
a man’s character
is what he does
when no one is
watching”
– John Wooden
Wooden was inducted into the
Basketball Hall of Fame as a player
(1960, Purdue) and as a coach
(1973, UCLA), the first person ever
enshrined in both categories.

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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for only $495 !
“We use them when the dishwasher
is not on site. Works great,
no return trips.”

3

.98

Now YOU can solve a $200 problem…

4 .10

Jeremy Williamson, SFA
Granite Shop Manager
Kitchen Craft Inc.
Osage Beach, MO

NEW size for compact dishwashers!
	 Item #

MADE IN THE USA

The E-Z Dishwasher Bracket attaches to the cabinet with wood
screws, as well as to the countertop with impact absorbing adhesive caulk or silicone. It is made to accommodate virtually any
dishwasher on the market and may be installed prior to or after
countertop installation.

Description

Great LOW Price

10565

E-Z Dishwasher Bracket with Mounting Screws, 24”

$3.98

10578

E-Z Compact Bracket with Mounting Screws, 18”

$3.98

10763
		

E-Z Dishwasher Bracket with Mounting Screws, 24”
Ship Saver 100 Pack

$369.00

10764
		

E-Z Compact Bracket with Mounting Screws, 18”
Ship Saver 100 Pack

$369.00

More than 935,487 sold!
Michael Peay, a veteran home builder with 30 years of experience that
includes hundreds of kitchen installs, was continually confronted with
a nagging problem—mounting the dishwasher. Out of frustration, Michael Peay invented and patented the solution.

Installation Problem

Why is installing the dishwasher always on the punch list? There are many reasons; after all, who is responsible for this task? Is it the granite guy, the plumber,
the appliance delivery man, or the general contractor? If the granite installer is
responsible and the dishwasher is on site, there is no problem, but many times
this is not the case. So in order to preserve your good name and reputation it
means an expensive return trip to install the dishwasher.

Installation Solution

Can $3.98 solve this costly return trip? The answer is YES! It is estimated that
it could cost nearly $200 in time, labor and fuel to pull someone off another
job for this one chore. There is no need for the dishwasher to be on site and you
can install before or after the countertop is installed. And it is designed to fit all
standard dishwashers and install them correctly.

Easy To Use

The E-Z Dishwasher Bracket can be installed in 2 minutes and is a permanent
solution. If the dishwasher is not installed or not on site, simply fasten the E-Z
Dishwasher Bracket to the cabinet with the hardware supplied, apply silicone
to dampen the sound, and install the granite. As simple as that, your job is done,
with regard to the dishwasher.
If the dishwasher and countertop are already in place, simply bend the tabs
to fit in between the cabinets, apply silicone, put in place and fasten with the
hardware supplied.

No More Call Backs to Install a Dishwasher!

This solution seems so simple, the only question you’ll ask is, “Why didn’t I
think of this, before?” This product really works, and we’ll prove it to you. We
guarantee that you’ll agree this is a real $3.98 solution. Call Braxton-Bragg and
never have to make that expensive return trip again. Our knowledgeable sales
staff wants to let you know “you have a friend in Tennessee,” and we listen to
you. Count on Braxton-Bragg for all your installation needs.

Call today! Toll free 1-800-575-4401

This Great Low Price has been extended due to popularity!
www.braxton-bragg.com

Fax 800-915-5501

Order online or call 1-800-575-4401 before 5:45 p.m. Eastern for Same Day Shipping.
Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for E-Z Dishwasher Bracket

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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Stone Pro’s Seam Machine
Like Seams Never Even Happened
If you want flawless, tight, nearly invisible seams,
then Stone Pro’s Seam Machine is your tool...

This tool is not some pieced-together toy full of plastic parts.
PLUS... the Seam Machine has
been fully tested and proven in the
field so you know you can trust it for
your next install.
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Take one look at the picture and
you can see the Seam Machine is
engineered and designed for the
stone industry by stone industry
pros at Stone Pro.

www.braxton-bragg.com

MADE IN THE USA

Item # Description
55800
		

Stone Pro Seam Machine
Notice: Sold individually, not as a set.

MSRP

OUR Price

$1,135.00

$795.00

Fax 800-915-5501

Order online or call 1-800-575-4401 before 5:45 p.m. Eastern for Same Day Shipping.
Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for the Stone Pro Seam Machine

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news

